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Abstract

The High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) pipeline provides us with greater level of detail in color and brightness pixel values by introducing methods from image/video acquisition, storage and compression, to display and quality evaluation. HDRI techniques are considered to offer massive potential for other computer vision and graphics applications to leverage the higher range of information which have not been the main purpose of the HDRI pipeline so far. In this work, we focus on two important computer vision problems and introduce new techniques and algorithms to take HDRI into account to solve them.

**Stereo Matching:** State of the art stereo matching and 3D reconstruction approaches do not work as well in HDR scenes and low textured regions. The greater luminance information available in HDR content is taken into account to provide more informative disparity maps in tricky matching regions of stereo images. Our combinational approaches close the gap between available HDR methods and stereo matching. We introduce an HDR stereo data set as well as a ground truth HDR stereo matching algorithm as a reference for our tone mapped stereo matching benchmarking. HDR stereo images were captured, calibrated and rectified. A combinational tone mapping approach is proposed for the most effective disparity map computation in HDR scenes. Our combinational tone mapped stereo matching method reduces the stereo matching errors by a factor of three.

**Mesopic Rendering:** Human visual perception varies in different ambient conditions. Our color and contrast perception especially in darker environments is influenced by the combination of rods and cones photoreceptors. Available standard rendering methods do not take this important perceptual effect into account. HDR images cover the full luminance range of scenes from photopic and mesopic vision to schotopic vision. In the second part of our research we focus more on color and contrast perception in mesopic vision based on HDRI concepts. As another usage of tone mapped images, effective content rendering in dark environments such as Virtual Reality (VR) head mounted displays, night time driving and watching TV in the dark is proposed. Furthermore, subjective evaluations were performed to suggest an effective tone reproduction along with a color retargeting method to compensate for visual detail loss in dark environments on dimmed displays. In the subjective studies our perceptual results were ranked as the most preferred solution in more than 95% of the cases.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis proposes novel solutions and algorithms for using High Dynamic Range (HDR) tone mapped images to generate more accurate results in computer vision applications. HDR capture and display has been studied for the last couple of decades. In this thesis we focus on using tone mapped HDR images to solve computer vision problems, more specifically disparity map computation, 3D reconstruction and optimized solutions for computational displays.

1.1 Motivation

The ultimate goal of computer vision is to use a computer (software and hardware) to understand a scene. The human visual system perceives the three dimensional structure of the world with apparent ease \cite{Sze10}. Constructing a real world 3D scene from two or multiple 2D images is a key step to describe the world that we see. Therefore, we reconstruct the image’s properties, such as shape, illumination, and color distributions \cite{Sze10}. The image’s properties are massively used in computer vision techniques such as object recognition, optical flow, stereo matching, and object tracking. Extracting the best image properties is substantial. In the first part of this thesis, we use HDR images and different tone mapped images to extract more informative properties such as color, contrast, and illumination for stereo matching.

High dynamic range imaging serves to represent a real world scene which contains a wide range of low to high luminances. The natural world contains a range of radiance values that is far greater than can be captured with any photographic sensor or film \cite{Sze10}. Taking a set of bracketed exposures, one can calibrate the radiometric response function of a camera which is used to create a single image containing the over saturated and under saturated regions of a scene \cite{DM97}. Tone Mapping (TM) operators are designed to compress the contrast of HDR images into a limited dynamic range of displays or printers.
Having the most informative image properties extracted, effectively applying them into different computer vision applications is the next challenge. Today’s world is becoming more and more dynamic and we have less control over the environments in which the computer vision applications are being used in. TVs are not being watched in controlled environments but displays and screens are everywhere. On our smart watch, tablet, cell phone and even our car. Lighting has an important effect on the way we perceive images. The second part of this thesis focuses on perceptual color and contrast retargeting methods to keep the image quality in different lighting conditions.

The human visual system works in three different modes called photopic, mesopic and scotopic vision. Photopic vision refers to our vision at day light situations (high light levels) at which only cones are responsible for our vision. As the light level falls on to a luminance of 10 cd/m² \[\text{KP04a}\], the visual system smoothly goes from photopic vision to mesopic vision, in which both cones and rods contribute to visual perception. In the so called scotopic situations, the light level is lower than the absolute threshold of cone photoreceptors and the human vision is only mediated by rods.

1.2 Problem Statement

We introduce and address two sets of problems respectively in the areas of HDR stereo matching and mesopic display rendering.

1.2.1 HDR Stereo Matching

During the last decades, stereo matching has become more and more important for many applications based on 3D reconstruction such as depth image based rendering, 3DTV, and multi-view autostereoscopic displays. The main goal of stereo matching is to reconstruct 3D real world information from a pair of images obtained from two different views. There are many stereo matching algorithms which perform well when there are no under-exposed or over-exposed areas in the scene. However, it is difficult to obtain a high quality disparity map using conventional photography, when a scene contains high dynamic range content. By combining HDR and tone mapping algorithms with stereo techniques, the disparity map of a high dynamic range scene can be obtained. In the first section of this thesis, we address the question in which way the HDR and stereo processing steps should be combined in order to maximize the quality of the disparity maps that can be obtained from a given set of multi-exposed stereo input images. The first two research questions explained below are addressing this problem.

- **HDR Stereo Matching**: How to generate and use HDR stereo images for stereo matching?

Real world scenes that contain high dynamic range illumination present a special challenge for stereo matching algorithms due to a lack of texture in over- or under-exposed image regions. In Figure 1.1 some of the challenging areas for stereo
1.2. Problem Statement

Figure 1.1: Example of an HDR scene containing challenging regions for stereo matching. The left and right views are shown in (a) and (b). In (c), regions specified in dark blue, yellow and light blue, respectively, highlight over-exposed, under-exposed and low-textured areas in the left image. The disparity map (d) is calculated using the cost-volume filtering method \([\text{HRB}^{+13}]\). Baseline: 75 mm.
1. Introduction

matching are highlighted on an example from our self-captured stereo data set. Conventional stereo matching methods are unlikely to perform well on an HDR scene as shown on an example in Figure 1.1 (d). In an HDR scene captured with conventional LDR methods like the one presented in Figure 1.1 (c), there are over exposed and under exposed regions. Over exposed regions in this image are the areas around the lamp which are specified with dark blue circles. The under exposed area below the pillow is specified using a yellow circle. Another challenging region for traditional stereo matching is the low textured regions. An example of such area is specified using the light blue square in the central part of the pillow. What all these areas have in common is limited texture to be used effectively for the matching process. In addition to that, there is not enough color similarity for traditional stereo matchers to specify the matches only based on the color information.

Available stereo matching methods are basically finding the matching between the right and left pairs shown in Figure 1.1 (a) and (b) by computing the color and texture similarities between the two views. HDR scenes and low textured areas lack enough color similarity and texture to be matched. Figure 1.1 (d) shows the mismatched areas for each of the challenging regions specified in (c). The HDR stereo matching challenges are discussed in more details in Chapter 4. In this thesis, we discuss possibilities for combining state-of-the-art stereo matching algorithms with High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging techniques, in order to exploit a set of multi-exposed input images of both the left and right stereo view for high-quality stereo reconstruction. We sketch the overall concept of our HDR stereo matching framework and demonstrate some first steps of its implementation, including the acquisition of HDR stereo test data, stereo matching experiments on tone-mapped images, and ideas for combining disparity maps derived from different exposures.

• Tone Mapped Stereo Matching: Which tone mapping operator suits stereo matching the best?

Stereo matching under complex circumstances, such as low textured areas and high dynamic range (HDR) scenes, is an ill-posed problem. In this work, we introduce a stereo matching approach for real world HDR scenes which is backward compatible to conventional stereo matchers. For this purpose, (1) we compare and evaluate tone-mapped disparity maps to find the most suitable tone-mapping approach for the stereo matching purpose. Thereof, (2) we introduce a combining graph-cut based framework for effectively fusing the tone-mapped disparity maps obtained from different tone-mapped input image pairs. And finally, (3) we generate reference ground truth disparity maps for our evaluation using the original HDR images and a customized stereo matching method for HDR inputs. Our experiments show that, combining the most effective features of tone-mapped disparity maps, an improved version of the disparity is achieved. Our results not only reduce the low dynamic range (LDR), conventional disparity errors by the factor of 3, but also outperform the other well-known tone-mapped disparities by providing the closest results to the original HDR disparity maps. More details will be discussed in Chapter 5.
1.2. Problem Statement

(a) Perceived color and contrast on a standard display with the Luminance of 200 cd/m²

(b) Perceived color and contrast on a dimmed display with the Luminance of 2 cd/m²

Figure 1.2: Perception of the same content being displayed on a full brightness display (a) versus a dimmed display in a dark environment (b).

1.2.2 Mesopic Display Rendering

The main goal in display manufacturing is to produce perceptual displays that create natural images for viewers [MWDG13]. To achieve this goal, visual system mechanisms such as contrast, luminance and color perception have to be taken into account in display rendering units [FPS96a, Dee05]. To have perceptual displays, it is vital to know human color perception mechanisms and be able to model them thoroughly. The model should be comprehensive enough to take into account all aspects of human color vision in all visual conditions such as different light levels [KWK09]. The third research question mentioned below focuses on keeping the perceived quality of an image in different ambient conditions, especially on dimmed displays in a dark environment such as head mounted displays used for VR.

- **Mesopic Display Rendering**: How to display images on a dimmed display in a dark
Figure 1.3: Two general approaches for solving the multi-exposed stereo matching problem in HDR scenes.

Displays are being dimmed automatically using the auto-brightness feature to prevent eye strain for users in a dark environment. Reducing the backlight in LED displays or the current in OLED display panels is a common solution. Figure 1.2 shows the auto-brightness dimmed display for a 2 \( \text{cd/m}^2 \) environment on the right. Although adjusting the display brightness is inevitable in the dark, but dimming the display results in losing the original content details as shown on the left side of 1.2. In this work, different tone and color retargeting approaches for visual compensation in mesopic vision are analyzed, compared and evaluated on different content by naive observers in a dark room. We reviewed the tone reproduction approaches for mesopic vision as well as the color retargeting methods and show in the subjective evaluation that a suitable combination of tone and color retargeting
methods is the most preferred result by observers in the dark. More discussion on this topic is provided in [6].

1.3 Contributions

As discussed in Section 1.2, this thesis focuses on two main sets of problems. We will discuss our contributions for solving each of the problems separately in this section.

1.3.1 HDR Stereo Matching

Working in HDR space provides more informative disparity maps. This is especially true in challenging lighting conditions and low-textured areas. However, two important challenges when switching calculations from LDR (Low Dynamic Range) to HDR domain are lack of data and backward compatibility. To generate a backward compatible solution to conventional stereo matchers, we use tone mapping operations (TMO) to compress the dynamic range into conventional range while preserving details of an HDR image. The schematic solution towards stereo matching on multi-exposed HDR stereo input is illustrated in Figure 1.3.

The main contributions of this PhD thesis towards solving the HDR Stereo Matching problem can be categorized as follows:

- Capturing and preparing a HDR stereo data set of twenty two stereo image pairs in eight different exposures
- Customizing one of the top state of the art stereo matching approaches for HDR input (used for generating ground truth disparity maps)
- Evaluating and comparing 10 tone mapped stereo image pairs
- Introducing a fusion framework for backward compatible tone mapped stereo matching

1.3.2 Mesopic Display Rendering

The main contributions of this PhD thesis towards solving the Mesopic Display Rendering problem can be categorized as follows:

- Introducing a color compensation method for mesopic vision
- Performing a subjective evaluation to compare different color compensation solutions for mesopic vision scenarios
- Performing a subjective evaluation on combination of color and contrast (tone) compensation for mesopic vision and introducing the most effective combination
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**Scientific Publications and Patents.** The results of this PhD research are published in the following publications:


1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis continues as follows. Theoretical background and related work are discussed in Chapter 2. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are focused on our first problem statement and provide details on required aspects of our proposed solutions. Chapter 3 explains our HDR stereo image capturing and lessons learned. We then continue with discussing HDR stereo matching and customization to provide ground truth. A Combinational graph cut based approach proposed for combining different disparity maps is explained in Chapter 5. In this Chapter different disparity maps are generated from different tone mapping operators applied on the HDR stereo pair. Our second problem statement and proposed solutions on mesopic rendering is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. In each Chapter the results and evaluation are provided as well. Finally Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and talks about the future work.
In this Chapter, we discuss three different fields of research in computer vision and graphics: HDRI, stereo matching and mesopic rendering. The discussion is categorized to follow the dissertation’s flow of topics. In a top down approach, we start from the computer vision goal and available toolboxes continued by an overview of HDRI techniques in image acquisition and display. In order to elaborate on our contributions in leveraging HDRI techniques for stereo matching and mesopic rendering, two Sections are dedicated to discuss state-of-the-art research in each of the two. The review is followed by an analysis of few combinational solutions available for closing the gap between HDRI and stereo matching/mesopic rendering. This Chapter will provide the necessary background and benchmark analysis for the rest of the dissertation.

2.1 Real-world Vision: Brightness, Contrast, 3D and Color

The goal of Computer Vision is to simulate human vision. Image processing tools are aimed at capturing, transmitting and presenting content as closely as possible to what we see in real world. Real world vision contains an enormous amount of information in categories such as brightness levels, contrast range, 3D and millions of shades of colors. Each of the mentioned categories are tackled in the field separately.

Our main goal in this work is to close the gaps and bring the separated research fields closer to each other and leverage one on top of the other. Our second main goal is to get some distance from pure image processing which focuses on precision improvement and image enhancement. We intent to do so by making sure that solutions are based on human perception and suit the visual system the most. We make this happen by
leveraging subjective studies and come up with more perceptual solutions which are based on direct perceptual measurements and not only image enhancement metrics.

Paying specific attention to perceptual models of the human visual system can massively help with simplifying algorithms and solutions as well as achieving more natural results. Perceived brightness and dynamic range [War01], color appearance models [CPSZ08a, SKCP11, Fai13a], contrast sensitivities in different brightness conditions [Kul76, Hunt], Hunt effect [Hun94a], Purkinje shift [Ans02] and many other physiological research provide us with a great base to work on perceptual aspects of algorithms. Each of the mentioned perceptual models and the way we used them in our algorithms are explained in detail throughout this thesis.

In this Chapter, we discuss several separate categories of computer vision and graphics problems such as HDR and Tone Mapping, 3D, Mesopic vision and Color Appearance Models and provide theoretical and perceptual background on each. We also discuss some overlap among the mentioned fields and start the discussion around leveraging their combination in improving existing solutions.

2.2 HDR Imaging

High Dynamic Range Imaging (HDRI) provides pixels which contain a greater range of color and brightness levels compared to the existing standard dynamic range images and videos. This improvement will result in images to look more natural and realistic to human eyes since in real world we see a huge dynamic range of details. The visible range of colors are much larger than the ones achievable by cameras or displays. HDRI provides a new set of techniques and algorithms to capture and represent pixel values. HDRI methods manipulate and store all colors and brightness levels that we can perceive with our naked eyes in contrast to limiting the techniques to the range of colors on a specific device [MS15].

2.2.1 HDR Image Acquisition and Display

Capturing and displaying HDR images has been widely explored during the last two decades [DM97, DMAC03, SHS+04, SDBR13, WTI4]. However, HDR images and techniques are not broadly used in image processing and computer vision applications such as stereo matching and 3D reconstruction, segmentation, alpha matting and face recognition.

The most obvious goal of the HDRI pipeline is to provide and standardize the methods from image/video acquisition, then storage and compression, to display and quality evaluation [MS15]. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the HDRI pipeline and available techniques [MS15]. To create an HDR image using a digital camera, a camera response curve should be reconstructed from multiple varying exposed images. To show the HDR image on a conventional display with low dynamic range, a tone-mapping process is needed.
2.2. HDR Imaging

In this work, for stereo matching of a scene containing HDR illumination, we used not only multi-view images, but also multi-exposure images. We follow HDRI acquisition methods to do so [DM97]. Our dataset contains eight or nine differently-exposed images for each view. More details about the dataset is discussed in Chapter 3.

### 2.2.2 HDR Imaging Applications

We believe there is a huge potential in leveraging the larger amount of color and brightness details captured in HDR content to help with image processing and computer vision applications. In such applications, one might not necessarily need to display the HDR content but to replace the standard low dynamic range data in the pipeline with HDR or even tone mapped images. This has not been the essential purpose of HDRI.

In the rest of this work, we talk in more detail about how to leverage HDR content for disparity map calculation as well as mesopic vision compensation on displays. Even though we do not always use the HDR images as is, but based on the application, we leverage HDRI methods and techniques. Figure 2.2 illustrates our proposed high level architecture of HDRI applications, more specifically in stereo matching and mesopic rendering.

On one hand the advantages of high dynamic range imaging are widely being considered and recognized in many related fields to photography (i.e. computer graphics, computer vision and high quality photography); and on the other hand during the last decades stereo matching has become an important requirement for so many applications such as 3D reconstruction. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this thesis we try to get a more
2. Theoretical Background and Related Work

Figure 2.2: Leveraging HDRI techniques in other computer vision applications.

accurate disparity map for stereo matching with the help of high dynamic range images and relative concepts.

The biggest issues in the stereo matching field of research are occlusions, fine structures, boundaries as well as illumination and exposure differences. Hence we came up with the idea of using multi-exposed images for each view of the stereo matching methods. Our dataset contains eight or nine different images for the right view with different exposures (under-exposed, normal-exposed, over-exposed) and eight or nine images for the left view with the exact same exposures as the right view images.

Working in HDR space can lead to better results by using more detailed brightness information. It is not hard to predict that working in radiance (HDR) space provides more informative disparities. This is especially true in challenging lighting conditions and low-textured areas. However, two important challenges when switching calculations from LDR to HDR domain are lack of data and backward compatibility. Acquisition of stereo HDR content is not as challenging as leveraging that content by conventional stereo matching algorithms.

The state of the art stereo matchers work with conventional eight bit data that result in lack of depth information in low-textured and challenging lighting areas. Changing the input to HDR will require appropriate customization in the stereo matching method [AYG14]. Our study provides a framework to use any conventional stereo matching method to achieve more discriminative disparity maps in HDR scenes. We use tone-mapped HDR stereo pairs with no change in the stereo matcher (backward compatible) which reduces the disparity map Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the conventional
2.2. HDR Imaging

As mentioned before, HDRI methods are focused on capturing, storing and representing a huge range of luminance levels. There is a massive amount of literature on each of those aspects of HDRI. However our main discussion is around the best ways to leverage the existing HDRI techniques and HDR content in other computer vision problems. In this thesis we will introduce two combinational fields which will directly and indirectly leverage HDRI methods in different ways:

1. HDR and stereo matching: How can we leverage HDRI to generate more accurate disparity maps?
   It has been proven in recent years that taking into account depth information helps with capturing more accurate HDR images [SMW10, BLV12, TKS06]. However, only limited research has been done on the contribution of HDRI techniques in calculating more informative depth maps. HDR stereo images or tone mapped stereo images with more available detail for matching, could potentially enter the standard stereo matching pipeline and help us calculating more accurate disparity maps with less mismatched pixels. We will discuss the state of the art in detail in Section 2.3. We perceive HDR content in 3D in the real world, so the next step for computer vision solutions is also to get closer to the combination of the two.

2. HDR and mesopic vision: How can we leverage HDRI to compensate for information loss on dimmed displays in mesopic vision?
   Not only the visible color gamut depends on the luminance level, but also our visual system works differently in different luminance conditions. Visible luminance levels in different situations are shown in Figure 2.3. The human eye is capable of perceiving a huge range of brightness but only a small part of the range is covered with current cameras and display panels. HDR displays [SHS14] provide a greater range closer to the range perceived in real world. However, the fact that
2. Theoretical Background and Related Work

![Image: Visible color gamut to human eye compared with sRGB gamut. Please note that the color perception degrades in lower luminance levels. [MS15].](image)

Figure 2.4: Visible color gamut to human eye compared with sRGB gamut. Please note that the color perception degrades in lower luminance levels. [MS15].

our visual color perception also changes based on the luminance level has not been taken into account [CPSZ08a]. As shown in Figure 2.4, in lower luminance levels, known as mesopic and scotopic vision, visual perception differs. The fact that rod photoreceptors contribute to our vision in mesopic, as well as the change in our contrast sensitivity result in the need to compensate the content and displays to match our vision in mesopic. HDRI knowledge, tone reproduction methods and color retargeting approaches are combined to achieve this goal in Chapter 6.

High dynamic range imaging introduces great pixel colorimetric precision, which enables representing all colors found in the real world that can be perceived by the human eye. HDRI concepts can be adapted to a huge range of perceptual cues that are not achievable with traditional imaging to mimic the human visual system. With HDR images we can cover the full luminance range of scenes from photopic and mesopic vision to scotopic vision [MS15].

In the second part of our research we focus more on color and contrast perception in mesopic vision based on HDRI concepts. Due to the Hunt’s effect [Hum91] we tend to regard objects more colorful when they are brightly illuminated. In Chapter 6 we
provide solutions to render enhanced colorfulness properly based on the information preservation about the actual level of luminance of the original scene, which is not possible in the case of traditional imaging.

Capturing and displaying are correspondingly the first and last steps of the imaging pipeline. In Chapter 6, we focus on display rendering in mesopic vision, aiming to optimize the user’s display visual experience on head mounted displays used in VR glasses, smart phone screens and car displays for night time driving. It is very common for the smart devices (e.g. mobile phones, tablets, car displays, laptops) to automatically match the screen brightness with the environment in the dark to reduce eye fatigue. This feature is called auto brightness. Although, dimming the display reduces the user’s eye fatigue in the dark, it also reduces the perceived color and contrast by dropping the luminance level of the screen. The effect of color retargeting approaches and Color Appearance Models (CAM) on compensating the color perception in mesopic (on a dimmed display) has been recently reviewed in RAS+15. Most of the color retargeting solutions are based on the physiological studies KJF07a, SMYS04a, Fai13b, McC07, Hun95. A good number of tone reproduction operators, also resemble parts of human neurophysiology, and in particular the behavior of photoreceptors Rei11, KO11, WHM’05, MSTK09. Therefore, we believe, color retargeting and tone reproduction may seem to be very different fields of research and communities, but their aims overlap and one without the other will not deliver the complete solution.

Both of the mentioned combined areas have been touched in the literature before. However, after discussing what is available in the state of the art in this Chapter, we will take the discussions and experiments one level further in Chapters 4 and 6. The rest of this Chapter is focused on first, HDRI and it’s available methods, stereo matching and 3D reconstruction and a discussion around HDRI combined with stereo matching. Finally mesopic vision compensation will be discussed followed by HDRI’s contribution to the field.

### 2.3 Stereo Matching and 3D Reconstruction

Stereo matching, that is the identification of corresponding points between the left and right image of a stereo pair, has been an active area of computer vision research for many years. There are some well-known challenges in stereo matching such as low-textured regions, repeating patterns, saturated areas and illumination changes between the two stereo views.

The importance of stereo-matching methods in computer vision and image processing during the last decade is evident. There are hundreds of stereo-matching approaches available to estimate the depth of a scene from left and right images. Lots of effort has been made on the algorithms but not so much attention was paid to the scene characteristics. On scenes with Higher Dynamic Range than the controlled indoor scenes
(Low Dynamic Range or LDR), the conventional stereo matching methods are unlikely to perform well. Having 256 values per color channel is inadequate for representing many scenes [RWPD05].

Capturing a huge range of illumination in HDR scenes using only 256 values per color channel - as in conventional LDR images - typically causes over- and/or under-exposed regions in the image. Many of the available state-of-the-art stereo matching methods perform well in absence of the mentioned regions. However, it is not possible to avoid these challenging areas in real world imaging.

Szeliski, Zabih and Scharstein have introduced a complete benchmark to categorize and compare different stereo matching algorithms performances [SS02b, SS03b, SS02a, SS03a, Sch07, HS07]. The well-known Middlebury data set is a result of their great research in the field. The main focus in stereo matching is on two frame methods but it is easy to generalize them to multi frames for multi view matching.

It is very common to base computer vision approaches on few assumptions. There are three main assumption in stereo matching [SS02b]:

1. The first common assumption in stereo matching is that all scene surfaces are Lambertian surfaces, surfaces whose appearance does not vary with viewpoint.
2. The second assumption is the smoothness assumption assuming that the physical world consists of piecewise-smooth surfaces. Without the smoothness assumption the correspondence problem would be an ill-posed problem.
3. The third assumption is regarding the camera calibration and epipolar geometry. Based on this assumption, we should make sure that the stereo input images are rectified.

Most stereo matching algorithms compute a disparity function \( d(x,y) \) with respect to a reference image, which could be one of the input images [SS02b]. Throughout this work we calculate the disparity with respect to the left image. In computer vision, disparity is often known as an inverse depth [BBMS7]. In this thesis, all of our images are taken on a linear path with the optical axis perpendicular to the camera displacement, and the classical inverse-depth interpretation will suffice. The \((x,y)\) coordinates of the disparity space are taken to be coincident with the pixel coordinates of our reference image, the left image, from our input data set. The correspondence between a pixel \((x,y)\) in reference image \(r\) and a pixel \((x',y')\) in matching image \(m\) is then given by Equation 2.1.

\[
x' = x + (r - m)d(x,y), \quad y' = y
\]  

(2.1)

From a disparity space, one can calculate a disparity space image or DSI presented as \((x,y,d)\). The DSI usually represents the confidence or log likelihood (i.e., cost) of a particular match implied by \(d(x,y)\). The goal of a stereo matching method is to produce a
univalued function in disparity space $d(x, y)$ that best describes the shape of the surfaces in the scene [SS02b].

In general, most of the stereo matching algorithms are based on four main steps [SS98].

1. Matching cost computation
2. Cost aggregation
3. Disparity computation / optimization
4. Disparity refinement

In recent years, many innovative ways of defining and computing cost functions have been proposed. One of the well-performing ones is the cost volume filtering introduced by Hosni et al. [HRB+13]. This approach is following the four main steps mentioned above. The main computational steps of the cost volume filtering can be summarized below:

1. Constructing the cost-volume
2. Filtering the cost volume using guided filter [HST10]
3. Label selection (winner takes all, optimization problem)
4. Occlusion detection and filling
5. Post-processing

In this work, we modify the fast cost-volume filtering method introduced in [HRB+13] to work in HDR space as well as with different tone mapped stereo images. Hosni et al. follow a discrete label-based approach by calculating costs for choosing a label, which corresponds to a disparity. These costs are determined using pixel correlations in the left and right image by calculating absolute differences in the intensity space. Throughout the rest of this work, we will use Hosni’s stereo matching as our benchmark to compare and evaluate different content characteristics.

2.3.1 Combining Multiple Depth Maps

Combining several depth maps achieved from different view points is studied by Schun et al. [STDT09]. Combining range information to generate a more accurate result is a well-known approach in the 3D society [DT05]. Another successful example was introduced by Izadi et al. [KH+11] to fuse a sequence of depth maps generated by a kinect camera. We use information from several tone-mapped disparity maps and combine them to provide backward compatible stereo matching results for HDR scenes.

Many different methods can be used for combining results. Some of the simple ways are to calculate the average, weighted average or median of the candidate results. In
most applications simple combination methods, without taking into account any prior or statistical knowledge of candidate results, do not achieve the best outcome. Akhavan et al. used a machine learning based approach to combine results of color constancy in [AM10]. The Markov Random Field (MRF) based method was described and used by [DT05] to combine range information in 2005. In [AM11], a fuzzy integral method was introduced as a combination method which considers the dependencies between the candidate results. In Chapter 5, we use Markov Random Field and more specifically graph-cuts to combine the disparity maps. Using MRF has proved to be effective in labeling problems such as stereo matching [Li09], since the output values of the matching algorithms are cost values that are suitable targets for energy minimization algorithms.

2.3.2 HDR Stereo Matching

Even though there is a considerable amount of literature on the state of the art in each of the HDR and stereo matching fields, not much work has been done on joining them. Sun et al. [SMW10] constructed an HDR image by using two stereo images with two different exposures. They first calculated an initial disparity map to obtain the camera response function. After refining the disparity map, an HDR image is constructed. Since they only used two images in the stereo matching process, if one of them is significantly over-exposed or under-exposed relative to the other, it may be difficult to calculate a reliable disparity map. Troccoli et al. [TKS06] also adopted multi-view stereo with different exposures to obtain both the depth map and HDR image.

Rufenacht [Rüf11] created stereoscopic video content using different exposure times for the right and left cameras. He captured video frames, estimated the camera response function, aligned the image and estimated the HDR radiance map. In contrast to what we aim to achieve, his main focus was on the quality of HDR radiance maps and not the quality of disparity maps. Bonnard et al. [BLV12] leveraged an eight view video camera to acquire HDR video content for autostereoscopic displays. They did not use any stereo matching, but built their pixel match list with the help of the camera properties with eight aligned, equally distributed objectives. Their main focus was on creating HDR content as well.

Recently, Selmanovic et al. [SDBRC12] introduced a number of compression methods for Stereoscopic High Dynamic Range (SHDR). An HDR image requires floating point value storage per color channel per pixel, so SHDR needs twice of the storage. None of the aforementioned papers provides a systematic overview and evaluation of different strategies for obtaining disparity maps from multiexposed stereo input data, which is the goal of our work in Chapter 4.

2.3.3 Tone Mapping Operators and Tone-mapped Stereo Matching

Several approaches have been presented for constructing an HDR image from two differently exposed LDR stereo images by calculating the depth information of the scene [TKS06, LC09, SMW10, Rüf11, LJDE11, RLMA13]. More recently, Batz et al.
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[BRG+14] and Orozco et al. [ROLMA15] proposed interesting approaches for HDR video reconstruction using depth information. Orozco et al. introduced a patch match based method to generate 3D HDR video sequences using available hardware. The main goal in the mentioned articles is to generate better quality HDR image/video while our main focus is to use the available HDR content to achieve more informative disparity maps.

Few approaches have been introduced for subjectively comparing tone-mapped stereo images with the focus on stereoscopic data generation [MDNW12] or disparity map calculation [AYG14]. Recently Aydin et al. [ASC+14] evaluated some of the TMOs based on edge-aware filters for HDR video tone-mapping taking into account the visual artifacts and temporal coherency in the tone-mapped video. The authors also introduced a faster and more efficient filter for high motion scenes. The key contribution of this filter is to achieve temporal stability without ghosting on high motion videos. Our work focuses on still stereo image pairs and does not contain motion.

Although, our first objective was to report the best TMO regarding stereo matching, the outcome of our experiments is consistent with the result of many evaluations that have been done on TMOs [YBMS05, LCTS05, CWNA06]; there is no single TMO which performs the best in all conditions. Therefore, we combined the disparity maps from the tone-mapped images to maximize the quality of the disparity map taking into account the strong points of each TMO. Our combinational approach is discussed in details in Chapter 5.

Combining Multiple TMOs

Combining results achieved from different methods is a common approach in image processing and computer vision research [PDKK03, AM11]. More specifically, fusing several TMOs to achieve better quality images is addressed in [YYBR14]. The idea behind this fusion is that each TMO works better in a special image region and under some specific conditions the best output can be calculated by taking into account a suitable TMO for each image region. Mai, et.al, [MDNW12] explored that HDR tone-mapping can significantly enhance perceptual quality of 3D images. We go one step further and use tone-mapped stereo pairs to obtain better disparity information.

In Chapter 5 we propose a new effective approach to combine different disparity maps calculated with different tone mapped stereo images of an HDR scene. Our combinational results show great improvements in reducing mismatched points for stereo matching.

2.4 Ambient Intelligent Rendering: Mesopic Vision Compensation

In recent years, mesopic vision and perception in the dark is getting a greater traction from both academia and industry [App, EVH+05, Fai13b]. One of the most important reasons for this traction is the advances in Virtual Reality (VR) [Occ] as well as the growth in using smart devices before bed time and the effect of late stimulation on
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Our visual color and contrast perception changes in the dark. In the mesopic range, rods and cones both contribute to color vision [PCI0]. As a result, some color retargeting or reproduction is needed to match the current standards -which are mostly based on cones response [MFH+02] - to take into account the mesopic vision characteristics [RAS+15]. Contrast retargeting or tone reproduction to compensate for the contrast in the dark environment has been also widely investigated [WM14b], [KML03] in the last decade.

Contrast retargeting is required for mesopic rendering as well as HDR rendering on LDR displays. Displaying HDR content on available LDR displays lead to the tone mapping research field. In this work, we leverage the tone mapping state of the art techniques, even though our goal is to reproduce and tune LDR and HDR images on dimmed displays for mesopic vision.

HDRI techniques include a massive insight into different tone reproduction approaches. Color correction is also required after any contrast retargeting. Figure 2.5 illustrates the proposed flowchart to take both contrast and color retargeting into account for rendering purposes. We follow this model and discuss both contrast retargeting and color retargeting methods and the best combination of the two with focus on mesopic rendering. It must be mentioned that this generic flowchart is valid for all three photopic, mesopic and scotopic vision conditions.
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Figure 2.5: Outlined flowchart for tone and color retargeting. The input scene is passed through the forward model using scene referred parameters. Most of tone retargeting approaches directly display the output. Color Appearance Models (CAM) use display referred parameters in reverse to correct the tone reproduction and render displayable luminance values. The flowchart is based on [Rei11] and [WM14c].

2.4.1 Contrast Retargeting Approaches

In this section, we focus on contrast reproduction (sometimes known as tone reproduction) operators which are appropriate for mesopic range. Pattanaik et al. developed a model of adaptation and spatial vision based on a multiscale representation of the human visual system, color processing, as well as luminance [PFFG98]. This model accounts for a wide range of changes, such as visual acuity, colorfulness, and apparent contrast, which varies with illumination.

Ferwerda et al. proposed a model for visual adaptation in which different human visual system phenomena such as threshold visibility, visual acuity, temporal adaptation, and color correction are involved [FPSG96b]. Durand and Dorsey extended the Ferwerda tone mapping operator by adding a blue shift mechanism to address the mesopic color appearance of night scenes [DD00]. This blue shift operator is built on the Hunt data showing that white preference changes in very dark conditions toward the normalized \( RGB = [1.05, 0.97, 1.27] \) in Rec. 709 color space. However, this model over simplifies the complex mesopic vision mechanisms. Mikamo et al. decoupled the luminance component from the chromatic content of the image and then discount the red content of the image in the Lab color space depending on the average luminance level of the image [MSTK09].
Theoretical Background and Related Work

Krawczyk et al. introduced a local contrast compression technique in which they included some perceptual phenomena related to mesopic vision such as change of visual acuity and rod contributions to mesopic vision [KMS05].

Recently Blakenback et al. proposed a tone mapping algorithm for automotive Human Machine Interface images where only the bright light condition is taken into account [BSKZ14]. It is very common to apply a simple color correction during the tone reproduction process, however, using a perceptual color retargeting method is proven to be very effective in providing a complete simulation of our night vision [Rei11]. A thorough review of tone reproduction operators can be found in [Dev02].

As mentioned above, even though there are several available approaches for contrast reproduction but some of them are not proposed with a focus on mesopic vision and some others are not complete in a sense they do not work perfectly with color retargeting. Our subjective and objective evaluations show that contrast and color retargeting methods for mesopic should come hand in hand to be most effective and generate natural viewing experience in the dark. In Chapter 6 we perform detailed evaluation and ranking techniques to choose the contrast retargeting method which is the most perceptually close to human mesopic vision.

2.4.2 Color Retargeting Approaches

There is an abundant number of color appearance models and/or tone mapping algorithms that could be applied to photopic conditions (i.e., high light levels). There are some well-known color models which intend to cover wide luminance levels, but often show limited performance for mesopic and scotopic visions. For instance, CIECAM02 [MFH02], one of the most widely applied color appearance models, is shown to work the best for the photopic vision [WM14b]. However, the outcome of an ideal color appearance model should resemble human color perception in all conditions such as different adaptation, light levels, and viewing conditions. The HDRI pipeline and its perceptual insights were taken into account later on by Kuang et al in [KJF07b]. They refined the image appearance model to work for HDR rendering.

One of the most extensive and complex models was developed by Hunt in 1991, which predicts the appearance of both unrelated and related colors at a wide range of luminance from scotopic to bleaching levels and other viewing conditions [Hum91]. An improvement of colorfulness predictor was made to the Hunt 91 model later on to generate more consistent predictions under various viewing conditions [Hum94b]. Kwak et al. [KML03] developed a lightness predictor which included rods’ contribution to the achromatic signal for mesopic conditions.

Recent findings show that rod cells contribute to off-bipolar cells during the scotopic condition by forming chemical synapses [RR98]. Based on this theory, Khan and Pattanaik [KP04b] hypothesized that these synapses were only established between the rods and cones to explain the blue shift at scotopic light levels. However, their proposed algorithm did not produce natural output. Clark and Skaff [CS09] proposed a spectral theory of
color perception, which was later extended for mesopic vision by Rezagholizadeh and Clark [RC13]. However, this model suffers from high computation load, which makes it hard to use in real-time applications.

Cao et al. [CPSZ08b] investigated the rods’ contribution to color perception as a function of rods’ contrast at mesopic vision. Their results showed a linear relationship between rods’ contrast and rods’ contributions to the parvocellular (PC), koniocellular (KC), and magnocellular (MC) pathways. However, other studies show that this model is inadequate to reproduce colors for both color patches [RC13] and complex stimuli [WM14b] at low light levels. Later on, Wanat and Mantiuk [WM14b] proposed a color retargeting method in Mesopic based on Cao’s physiological studies.

Shin et al. proposed a modified version of the Boynton two-stage model with fitting parameters to account for the rod intrusion in mesopic vision [SMYS04a]. The goal of the model is to find the matching colors in photopic range for the input colors in mesopic range. The parameters of the model are obtained as a function of luminance based on the asymmetric color matching experimental data. In their experiment, the observer is presented with a Munsell color chip under the mesopic condition and is asked to match the appearance of that patch with the simulated image reproduced by this model in the CRT display under photopic condition. In Chapter 6 based on the Shin Mesopic model, we derived the inverse-Shin model and developed a color retargeting method for rendering images at Mesopic light levels compensating for color appearance changes of images viewed on dimmed displays in dark environments.
HDR Stereo Data Acquisition

One of the most important challenges in using HDR images for computer vision applications is lack of data. To pursue our goal of using extra information in HDR images for generating better disparity maps, we had to generate a stereo data set of HDR scenes containing the challenging regions for stereo matching. Unfortunately, the well-known Middlebury stereo data set \cite{Sch07,HS07} does not contain HDR scenes with a great spectrum of luminance, even though it contains multi-exposure views. Most of the scenes captured in Middlebury could be categorized as normal LDR indoor scenes of $10^2 \text{ cd/m}^2$. The multi-exposure images do not cover a sufficient range of brightness to be considered HDR data, as their exposure times are relatively close to each other. Therefore, we generated our data set of HDR scenes including highly exposed regions and low-textured areas for our experimental process.

3.1 HDR Stereo Capturing

A comparison of different lighting conditions is provided by \cite{Wan95}. The luminance level of different lighting environments vary massively. As it can be seen in Table 3.1, indoor controlled environments which we consider as LDR environments only contain scenes with the luminance level of up to $10^2 \text{ cd/m}^2$. In contrast, an outdoor scene in a sunny day can contain a huge range of luminance levels up to $10^5 \text{ cd/m}^2$. Ideally we should have captured sunlit HDR scenes in different exposures for our left and right stereo pairs. However, because of our setup limitations and the mechanical controls which move our camera for the stereo capturing purpose we were limited to our laboratory settings.

To capture a higher range of luminance levels we used various lighting sources in our setup to generate over exposed as well as under exposed regions in each scene. As shown in Table 3.1 the average brightness of our scenes are $10^4 \text{ cd/m}^2$, even though HDR scenes can contain higher luminance levels. As we will discuss in the future chapters, luminance level $10^3 \text{ cd/m}^2$ adds a huge challenge to current stereo matching approaches to deal
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Illumination (in cd/m(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starlight</td>
<td>(10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moonlight</td>
<td>(10^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor lighting (controlled)</td>
<td>(10^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunlight</td>
<td>(10^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our data set lighting</td>
<td>(10^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max intensity of common monitors</td>
<td>(10^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Our data set luminance level in comparison to some common lighting environments [Wan95].

Figure 3.1: Scene capturing process. Top left: experimental setup, top right: HDR image capturing.

With our proposed methods all through the thesis can be applied to higher dynamic range images.

In order to create HDR stereo images using the bracketed technique proposed in [DM97], we capture normal (LDR) images in eight different exposures for each view. Our scenes are high dynamic range scenes of \(10^3\) cd/m\(^2\). Fig. 3.2 shows all the differently exposed LDR images for both left and right views for a scene containing low-textured regions captured under a non-uniform luminance in the range of 1 to 8000 cd/m\(^2\). Our data set comprises two different baselines of 75 mm and 150 mm between the two stereo views. For both baselines the images were separately rectified. The HDR images were directly generated from raw image files of the eight LDR exposures following the approach of Debevec et al. [DM97]. A sample from our stereo LDR-HDR data set is shown in Fig. 3.2 which represents one complete LDR data set in eight different exposures for the two rectified views.
Capturing a scene in multiple exposures, when the camera and the scene are both still, is very common [14] and does not require so much effort or time since most of the cameras can be configured for this purpose. Our data set consists of:

1. Raw LDR stereo images in eight different exposures of: 1/15s, 1/30s, 1/60s, 1/125s, 1/250s, 1/500s, 1/1000s and 1/2000s for the left and right views.
2. Eight pairs of rectified left and right images for each of the eight exposure using [Bra00].
3. HDR stereo images for each view in .hdr format.
4. Log-HDR stereo images. These images are used in Chapter 4 for HDR stereo matching computations.
5. Various tone mapped stereo images using the HDR stereo pairs. These tone mapped stereo pairs are used in Chapter 5 for tone mapped stereo matching computations. More details about the tone mapping operators are explained in future chapters.

All of the stereo pairs such as the LDR, HDR or tone mapped ones are rectified to achieve epipolar geometry and simplify the search from two dimensions into one dimension. Rectification is considered as a preprocessing step for stereo matching to proceed the matching function from a two dimensional search to a one dimensional one. Regardless of the type of input data we feed to our stereo matching approach, we will always make sure throughout this thesis that the stereo pairs are rectified.

Capturing Setup: Our laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. The scenes are arranged on an optical table. For image capturing, we use a Canon EOS 1D Mark III DSLR with a 28.1 x 18.7 mm sensor capable of delivering RAW images of 3609x2699 pixel size. The images were shot with a focal length between 45 mm and 60 mm. The camera is mounted on a 150 mm motorized linear stage placed on one end of the table. We capture both left and right views with the same camera using a controller software. This configuration ensures that the intrinsic camera parameters of our vision system remain identical in all captures. We use several powerful direct light sources to generate highly saturated regions in our images as shown in the top right image of Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Stereo HDR capturing process. Note that the HDR pair are tone mapped using Drago TMO [DMAC03] for better display.

In view of HDR stereo matching, we seek to capture scenes which are interesting from both the HDR and stereo matching points of view. As mentioned before, we use an optical table with a fixed 150 mm motorized rail to move the camera. With this configuration we cannot achieve window scenes or sky HDR scenes in our current lab environment. To generate a variety of indoor HDR scenes, we use different light sources and objects with different sizes, material properties, and textures. Placing some objects close to strong
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Figure 3.4: Stereo HDR data set example. First row: left and right views of an HDR pair (tone mapped using Drago TMO [DMAC03] for better display) with a baseline of 150 mm and dynamic range of 8140:1. Second row: left view in the highest, middle and lowest exposures (1/15s, 1/250s, 1/2000s). Third row: same as the second row for the right view.

light source causes under-exposed areas behind them.

Capturing the light source as well as under-exposed regions in one image enables us to reach a high dynamic range of luminance. From the stereo matching point of view, we place highly textured as well as low textured objects at different distances from the camera to achieve variations in disparities. Some slanted objects such as the pillow in Fig. 3.4 will make the stereo matching process more challenging, since many stereo matching algorithms favor front-to-parallel surfaces [BRRT11].

LDR Multi exposed Stereo Pairs: The eight exposures for left and right views are captured using our camera setup explained above. Using our camera controller software, we configure the camera with the eight predefined exposures and a baseline value. The baseline value in our experiments was set to 75mm or 150mm. The camera takes the eight exposures for the left view and moves on the mechanical stand showed in Fig. 3.1 according to the baseline value set in the controller software and takes eight exposures of
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Figure 3.5: Two samples from our data set. Samples of LDR mid-exposed, two different tone mapped (using Drago and Durand tone mapping operators), original HDR, and log-HDR stereo images. Baseline: 150 mm.

the right view. Fig. 3.2 shows one of our samples in every exposure.

**HDR Stereo Pairs:** We acquire our stereo HDR data following the steps illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The HDR image of each stereo view is computed using the corresponding multi-exposed rectified images for that view following the approach in [DM97]. Fig. 3.4 presents a stereo HDR example as well as three of the eight captured exposures for the left and right views.

**Tone Mapped Stereo Pairs:** Throughout this thesis, several well-known tone mapping operators are used, evaluated, analyzed and compared for the purpose of stereo matching of HDR scenes. Tone mapping operators are applied on the original HDR image pairs. In this chapter, for the purpose of introducing our data set, we show some of the examples of tone mapped HDR images for the left and right views. Figure 3.5 illustrates two samples of our HDR stereo data set. Each row shows a stereo pair in a different format, including the middle exposure of an LDR image, two different tone mapped images using Drago [DMAC03] and Durand [DD02] tone mapping operators applied on HDR images,
the original HDR pair computed from the multi exposed LDR images and the log-HDR images used for our computations. Please note that the HDR images appear very dark because they contain much higher range of values (0-8000) comparing to LDR images (0-255) and unless they are tone mapped and compressed to be shown on displays or printers, they look dark.

3.2 HDR Stereo Data Set

In this section, we introduce some of the successful and unsuccessful capturing samples of our data set. We captured twenty two multi exposed left and right images where only 12 of them were meeting our criteria to be considered as HDR stereo images. We are going to discuss some of our failed samples as well as the successful ones in this section. The successful samples from the data set are being used throughout this thesis for our experiments and the unsuccessful ones are only discussed in this chapter. Our analysis of the reasons for failed captures are discussed in a Capturing Lessons Learned section below.

3.2.1 Capturing Lessons Learned

Setting up the capturing process and defining the requirements for capturing HDR stereo images had its own challenges. We had few trial and errors based on the conventional, low dynamic range stereo capturing processes \cite{Sch07, HS07}. Few important factors in the real world scenes which make stereo matching challenging are aimed to be captured in our data sets.

The most obvious requirement was for our scenes to contain a higher dynamic range of luminance levels. For this purpose the best would have been to capture outdoor scenes but unfortunately because of our laboratory setup limitations, we had to limit ourselves to indoor bright scenes and environments.

An ill-posed problem in stereo matching is finding the matching pixel in low textured areas. Working in radiance space or HDR space can contribute to solve this problem. The second requirement we had for our data set was to contain low textured areas. Single color cloth worked the best according to our experience. We made sure to include some smooth and low textured regions in our scenes. More detail on results is available in Chapter 4.

Another challenge in stereo matching is matching scenes with bigger baselines or multi view matching where the lighting changes results in different color capturing between matching point and results in mismatching pixels in the disparity map. Since we are experimenting the effectiveness of stereo matching in HDR space, we made sure to capture scenes with bigger baselines.

The combination of the above challenges and the way they influence each other is key in capturing. For example having a smaller baseline can be very challenging in extreme
lighting conditions but if we capture in room lighting a larger baseline is required in order for us to show case the effectiveness of working in HDR space compared to conventional LDR space.

We started with capturing 75 mm baseline stereo images. After applying different stereo matching techniques on the image pairs, we realized 75 mm is not challenging enough for computing disparity maps in our laboratory’s lighting conditions. In our first few scene setups we did not include light sources in neither of the left or right images but only tried to create bright conditions by having light sources close to the objects. As the first modification to our settings, we increased the baseline from 75 mm to 150 mm. That lead us into more suitable data sets but as our second attempt of settings modification, we also included the light sources in at least one of the left or right scenes. In addition, we started our process by capturing only 4 different exposures for each image which was not enough for the dynamic range we were trying to cover in our data set, especially having the light source captured. We gradually increased the number of exposures until we finalized the exposure numbers at 8 different exposures.

First we tried using available data sets or capturing methods such as Middlebury or Bumblebee stereo vision camera. We could not generate the challenging type of stereo data sets mentioned above with none of these techniques. Figures 3.6 to 3.8 show examples of our attempts with available conventional techniques to generate stereo HDR images.

We used the Bumblebee XB3 which is a 3 sensor two baseline stereo camera. It features 1.3 mega-pixel sensors and has two baselines available for stereo processing. The extended baseline and high resolution provide more precision at longer ranges, while the narrow baseline improves close range matching and minimum-range limitations.

In the rest of this section we share some of our unsuccessfully captured tries which resulted in data sets that were not satisfying the requirements of an HDR stereo set for different reasons.

1. Lighting Conditions

As we mentioned before, even though Middlebury dataset scenes contain multi-exposed images, they are not considered HDR scenes. Therefore, a greater dynamic range of luminance values are required for our capturing. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are examples from our experiments which did not qualify as HDR scenes. Figure 3.6 is the Doll scene and Figure 3.7 is the Bowling scene from Middlebury dataset [HS07]. We used three exposures and bracketed technique [DM97] to generate HDR images for left and right views. The scene is a LDR indoor scene with highly textured objects and background which is very suitable for stereo matching. Running the same stereo matching method [HRB*13] on the middle exposed pair of images (which contain the most level of lighting detail among different exposures) as well as the HDR image pair results in an interesting observation.

The Middlebury data set we used for our experiments was composed of 9 different data sets. Each dataset consists of 7 views taken under three different illuminations
and with three different exposures [HS07]. We used all three exposures and views 1 and 5 as our left and right images. Please note that ground truth disparity maps are only available for the mentioned views.

Another captured data set using the Bumblebee stereo camera is shown in Figure 3.8. Bumblebee was a limiting device for us compared to our professional Nikon camera. Even though Bumblebee provides us with eight different exposures but they are fixed exposures. We need to change the exposures based on the scene lighting and characteristics. As shown in our data set some of the scenes are brighter and our lowest exposure value is different in these cases compared to some of our other scenes which are darker.

2. **Number of Exposures**

HDR scenes require more exposure variances in order to cover the greater luminance level compared to LDR scenes. We started our capturing process with three exposures as shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.10. We gradually increased the number of exposures to four (Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12), six (Figure 3.13) and eventually decided that for the dynamic range of our scenes set up, eight exposures provide sufficient information for bracketing purposes.

Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.9 and 3.11 show a minor difference between the disparity map calculated from the middle exposed image pair- called LDR disparity map- compared to the disparity map calculated using the HDR stereo pair. The LDR and HDR disparity map results are shown in the third row of the Figures. In few of our captured scenes LDR and HDR results were very close to each other, this means working in HDR space could not add much value to the stereo matching process. These scenes are the ones that do not satisfy the challenges we introduced earlier in this Chapter such as the dynamic range, baseline or low-texture. In this work we focus on challenging scenes for stereo matching.

3. **Low Textured Regions**

An important goal of this thesis is to show the effectiveness of working in HDR space on accurately calculated disparity maps for low textured regions in the scenes. Because of the limitations of our set up and capturing room, we tried various backgrounds and objects to generate low textured areas in our scenes. Figures 3.6, 3.9 and 3.11 consist of highly textured regions and objects but the rest of our data sets include few low textured regions and therefore satisfy this challenging criteria.

4. **Baselines**

As indicated below each of our data sets, we experimented on different baselines to measured the relationship between baselines and effectiveness of working in HDR space. Middlebury data sets have the baseline of 160mm. Bumblebee XB3 provides 120mm and 227 mm baselines. In terms of baselines, the Bumblebee stereo camera could satisfy our needs, although it could not provide us with other challenges we were looking for in our capturing data set.
In our set up we captured stereo pairs with 75mm and 150mm baselines. We found the examples with 150mm baseline between left and right images to be more challenging taking into account the changes in the lighting conditions. Therefore, in our chosen data sets throughout this work we mostly use 150mm baseline.

5. Processing Order

There are different formats of saving captured images and different orders one could apply the processes including calibration, compression, rectification, and HDR creation. In this section we explain few of our best practices in terms of the process orders we tried throughout our experiments.

The first obvious step is to calibrate the camera. We captured 8 left exposures and then 8 right exposures for each scene capturing. In order to make sure we do not lose any information, we save the raw images in Tiff format and demosaic them. The next step was to rectify each left and right pair matched by their exposure times. This way we have 8 fully rectified raw image pairs. Next and last step was to use each set of images with different exposures to create the HDR image. We create a left HDR image using all rectified exposures for the left and separately repeat the process for the right pair.

It should be mentioned that we also tried using JPEG images instead of raw images which resulted in less accurate data collection. In another attempt we tried to first create the HDR images for the left and right images and then do the rectification which also did not achieve the best results. We recommend using raw and fully rectified images to create HDR stereo pairs.

A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/1000s, 1/500s, 1/250s, 1/125, 1/60s and 1/30s. Baseline: 150 mm.
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Figure 3.6: A complete LDR sample from the Middlebury multi-exposed stereo data set [HS07]. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/4000s, 1/1000s and 1/250s. Baseline: 160 mm, between views 1 and 5 of Middlebury dataset. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/1000s.
Figure 3.7: A complete LDR sample from the Middlebury multi-exposed stereo data set [HS07]. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/2000s, 1/500s and 1/125s. Baseline: 160 mm, between views 1 and 5 of Middlebury dataset. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/500s.
Figure 3.8: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set captured with Bumblebee stereo camera. First and second row: left view, third and forth row: right view, fifth row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right (shown in two rows): 1/1024s, 1/512s, 1/256s, 1/128s, 1/64s, 1/32s, 1/16s and 1/8s. Baseline: 227 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/64s.
Figure 3.9: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/200s, 1/100s and 1/50s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/100s.
Figure 3.10: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/160s, 1/60s and 1/20s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/60s.
Figure 3.11: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/200s, 1/100s, 1/50s and 1/25s. Baseline: 75 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/50s.
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Figure 3.12: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/125s, 1/60s, 1/30s and 1/15s. Baseline: 75 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/30s.

Figure 3.13: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/1000s, 1/500s, 1/250s, 1/125, 1/60s and 1/30s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/125s.
Figure 3.14: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First and second row: left view, third and forth row: right view, fifth row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right (shown in two rows): 1/2000s, 1/1000s, 1/500s, 1/250s, 1/125s, 1/60s, 1/30s and 1/15s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/125s.
Figure 3.15: A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First and second row: left view, third and forth row: right view, fifth row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right (shown in two rows): 1/400s, 1/200s, 1/100s, 1/50s, 1/25s, 1/12s, 1/6s and 1/3s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/50s.
HDR Stereo Matching

During the last few decades, stereo matching has become more and more important for many applications based on 3D reconstruction such as depth image based rendering, 3DTV, and multi-view autostereoscopic displays. The main goal of stereo matching is to reconstruct 3D real world information from a pair of images obtained from two different views. There are many stereo matching algorithms which perform well when there are no under-exposed or over-exposed areas in the scene. However, it is difficult to obtain a high quality disparity map using conventional photography, when a scene contains high dynamic range content. In this chapter, we address the question in which way the HDR and stereo processing steps should be combined in order to maximize the quality of the disparity maps that can be obtained from a given set of multi-exposed stereo input images.

We introduce two different ways of computing disparity maps for HDR scenes in this chapter. The first approach is to customize available stereo matching techniques to work on stereo HDR input data. Therefore, we use the HDR stereo data set introduced in Chapter 3. An alternative solution to calculate disparity maps in HDR scenes with a large luminance spectrum is to use a customized structured light approach for multi exposed images. These two approaches are described in detail in the rest of this chapter.

4.1 Stereo Matching in HDR Space

Our main contribution in this section is proposing a stereo matching approach that is tailored to work for HDR scenes. We replace color information with relative radiance information of the scene. Gradient values are calculated from luminance values in log domain rather than from luma as in conventional methods. We embed our HDR specific approach into a state of the art stereo matching technique based on cost volume filtering [HRB+13].
A stereo matching pipeline is proposed based on the cost volume filtering approach for HDR images. The proposed approach can apply to other state of the art stereo matching techniques. We chose the cost volume filtering approach based on its proven performance in recent years. Our method aims to exploit the radiance information available in HDR scenes, in contrast to conventional stereo techniques that rely on intensity. Pixel intensity values are rarely the true measurement of the scene radiance, because of an unknown, nonlinear mapping of the radiance to intensity values while photographing. For our experiments, we use the data set consisting of multi-exposed images as well as HDR images for the left and right views introduced in Chapter 3. In our evaluation performed on the LDR-HDR stereo data set, we show that our proposed HDR stereo matching approach improves disparity maps in saturated regions and low-textured areas.

An LDR, middle-exposed sample from our data set is shown in Fig. 4.1. The first column shows the stereo pair input to the matching algorithm. Second column is a comparison between the disparity maps calculated using conventional stereo matching (cost volume filtering [HRB+13]) and our customized HDR stereo matching. As shown in the disparity results, a substantial amount of miss-matched labels in the LDR disparity map are
corrected working in radiance space. Disparities are calculated for the left view. The cost volume filtering customization and experimental results are explained in details in the rest of this section.

### 4.1.1 Cost-volume filtering for HDR stereo images

Adapting HDR content to a stereo matching pipeline requires deep understanding of human perception as well as applying special perceptual techniques based on physiological research. The easiest way to adapt image processing algorithms to HDR images is to convert luminance values to the logarithmic domain \([HRB]_{+13}\), however this does not preclude the possibility of alternative approaches. This can be explained according to the Weber-Fechner law on human sensitivity to luminance \([Roe98]\). Unlike LDR luma values, HDR luminance values are not perceptually uniform. In our experiment we found that using log domain luminance values, results in more discriminative gradient information and disparity maps. Throughout this thesis, we work in log luminance level for our HDR and tone mapped stereo matching.

We modify the fast cost-volume filtering method introduced in \([HRB]_{+13}\) to work in radiance space. Hosni follows a discrete label-based approach by calculating costs for choosing a label, which corresponds to a disparity. These costs are determined using pixel correlations in the left and right image by calculating absolute differences in the intensity space. The approach consists of several steps:

1. constructing the cost-volume
2. filtering the cost volume using guided filter \([HST10]\)
3. label selection (winner takes all, optimization problem)
4. occlusion detection and filling
5. post-processing

We transfer this approach to scene relative radiance space. Gradient information is more discriminative than color similarity (which lacks accuracy) for matching \([CL08\ BCI0\ DMVC11]\), since it is more robust to illumination changes. As gradient information is not available in low-textured areas, therefore we exploit HDR radiance values as a replacement for color information especially in low-textured regions.

One could use the conventional stereo matching methods with the conventional LDR stereo input images of the HDR scene. This would result in disparity maps such as the one presented in Fig. 4.1. We used the cost-volume filtering \([HRB]_{+13}\) approach. The matching cost calculation using the color intensity values \((I_i)\) and luma gradient information \((\nabla_x I_i)\) is formulated in Eq.4.1 \([HRB]_{+13}\).
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\[
C_{i,d} = \alpha \cdot \min[\|I_i - I'_{i-d}\|, \tau_1] + \\
(1 - \alpha) \cdot \min[\|\nabla_x I_i - \nabla_x I'_{i-d}\|, \tau_2].
\] (4.1)

The cost-volume entry, \(C_{i,d}\), determines how well a pixel \(i\) in the left image matches the same pixel in the right image shifted by vector (disparity) \(d\) in the \(x\) direction. Here, \(\nabla_x\) is the gradient operator in the \(x\) direction. For weighting the color and gradient information \(\alpha\) is used, and \(\tau\) values are truncation values. We refer to this approach as \(LDR\) stereo matching in the rest of the paper.

**Modified Cost-volume Computation:** we calculate the cost values as shown in Eq. (4.2). The cost-volume, \(C_{i,d}\), determines how well a pixel \(i\) in the left HDR image matches the same pixel in the right HDR image shifted by vector (disparity) \(d\) in the \(x\) direction. For this purpose, we calculate the truncated absolute differences between pixel radiance values \(R\) (in the left HDR image) and \(R'\) (in the shifted HDR image) as well as gradient differences calculated from the luminance image \(Lv\) (in the left HDR image) and \(Lv'\) (in the shifted HDR image). Since human vision perception of light and illumination changes could be imitated by a logarithmic function \([\text{Roe98}]\), we simply apply the log operator on the luminance channel of stereo HDR images as in Eq. (4.2). We found it more effective to keep the original color radiance values and apply the log function only on luminance values as formulated below.

\[
C_{i,d} = \alpha \cdot \min[\|R_i - R'_{i-d}\|, \tau_1] + \\
(1 - \alpha) \cdot \min[\|\nabla_x \log(Lv_i) - \nabla_x \log(Lv'_{i-d})\|, \tau_2].
\] (4.2)

Here, \(\nabla_x\) is the gradient operator in the \(x\) direction. For weighting radiance and gradient information \(\alpha\) is used, and \(\tau\) values are truncation values.

The easiest way to adapt image processing algorithms to HDR images is to convert luminance values to the logarithmic domain \([\text{HRB+13}]\), however this does not preclude the possibility of alternative approaches. The Weber-Fechner law on human sensitivity to luminance \([\text{Roe98}]\) is explained in Chapter ??.

**Smoothing the Cost-volume:** Various smoothing approaches could be used for this purpose. In \([\text{HRB+13}]\) guided filter \([\text{HST10}]\) is found to be faster and more effective. We use the same filtering approach just on our scene radiance values. \(C'\) is the filtered cost volume.

\[
C'_{i,d} = \sum_j W_{i,j}(R)C_{i,d}.
\] (4.3)

The filter weights \(W_{i,j}\) (in pixel position \(i\) and \(j\)) are chosen according to the weights of guided filter as used in \([\text{HRB+13}]\). Having the radiance guided image \(R\), weights are defined as:
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\[ W_{i,j} = \frac{1}{|w|^2} \sum_{k: (i,j) \in w_k} \left( 1 + (R_i - \mu_k)^T (\sum_{k+ \in U} (R_j - \mu_k)) \right), \]  

where \( \mu_k \) is the mean vector and \( \sum_k \) is the co-variance vector calculated in a squared window \( w_k \) with dimensions of \((2r + 1) \times (2r + 1)\), centered at pixel \( k \) in radiance image \( R \). Further details can be found in He et al. [HST10].

**Label Selection:** for each pixel the minimum cost among the calculated costs for different disparities \((d \in D = 1, \ldots, D)\) is chosen after the cost values have been filtered. The filtered cost values of a specified pixel, for all disparity labels, could be seen in graphs shown in Fig. 4.3. The minimum label for pixel \( i \) is \( f_i \).

\[ f_i = \text{argmin}_{d \in D} C'_{i,d} \]  

**Occlusion Detection and Filling:** to detect unreliable labels we use a left-right cross-checking approach as in [HRB+13].

**Post-processing:** unreliable labels detected in the last step are

1. replaced first with the lowest disparity value of the spatially closest non-occluded pixel on the same scanline and
2. then are smoothed using the weighted median filter \( W_{i,j}^{bf} \) with bilateral filter weights in Eq. (4.6). This filtering is only applied to the pixels with labels deemed unreliable.

\[ W_{i,j}^{bf} = \frac{1}{K_i} \exp(-\frac{|i - j|^2}{\sigma_s^2}) \exp(-\frac{|R_i - R_j|^2}{\sigma_c^2}), \]  

where \( \sigma_s \) represents the spatial similarity and \( \sigma_c \) represents radiance similarity. As normalizing factor \( K_i \) is used.

4.1.2 Implementation, Results and Discussions

Our experiments were performed in MATLAB 2012b. Multi-exposed images were taken with a Canon EOS-1D Mark III camera with a baseline of 75 and 150 mm and a focal length of 45 mm.

**Parameters:** even though the radiance value range of our images is much higher than conventional 256 values, for our computation we normalized all values to the range of \([0-1]\).
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It should be noted that despite this normalization the HDR properties are maintained by the finer quantization steps within the unit interval. We also used LDR and HDR images of the same size for our comparison. Therefore, we could apply the same fixed parameters used in [HRB+13] for stereo matching on both the LDR and HDR versions of the code to generate our comparison results.

LDR-HDR Comparison: all LDR disparity results shown in this paper were computed using the fast cost-volume filtering on one of the two middle exposures (1/60s or 1/125s), depending on which one achieved better results.

Experimental Results Discussion: Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 show the computed disparity maps using LDR and HDR images. It is visible that the disparity information in low textured regions in the foreground and background as well as filled in areas is improved in the HDR case. One can see that for the highly-textured, non-saturated example on the right column of Fig. 4.2, the LDR method performs almost as well as the HDR approach. Contrarily, for the less-textured, partly saturated images in columns 1 to 3 the improvement achieved by the HDR matching is clearly visible. Comparing the two middle
4.2 Stereo HDR Disparity Map Computation Using Structured Light

In this section, we present our work towards the generation of disparity maps for HDR scenes using a structured light approach. Structured light matching approaches are amongst the most accurate stereo matchings. They are mostly used for disparity ground truth generation since they are performed offline and are computationally heavy. The development and evaluation of novel stereo matching algorithms that are tailored to the characteristics of HDR images would greatly benefit from the availability of such reference data. We describe our laboratory setup and processing steps for acquiring multi-exposed stereo images along with a corresponding reference disparity map computed by a structured light approach. We discuss the special requirements and challenges which
Figure 4.3: LDR-HDR cost calculation comparison. (a) and (b): left and right views; (c) and (d): LDR and HDR computed disparity maps; (e) and (f): zoomed areas from (c) and (d); (g₁), (g₂), (g₃) and (g₄): from top to bottom: cost values, color/radiance-differences and gradient-differences between pixels \( x₁, x₁', x₂ \) and \( x₂' \) and the pixel shifted by different disparity levels (1-150 pixels) in \( x \) direction of the same line. (g₂) and (g₄) show how by working in HDR space we achieved a more pronounced minimum among costs.

HDR test scenes impose on the computation of the reference disparities and show some preliminary results.

We use a structured light technique for our reference disparity computation. In [SFPL10] a quantitative and qualitative survey on different structured light approaches is carried out. We follow the spatio-temporal Gray-code approach because

1. we prioritize accuracy over acquisition time
2. we only capture still scenes
3. the capturing method used in the Middlebury data sets is well proven [SS03b]

In this section, we explain our experimental hardware and software setup (see Fig. 4.4, top left) for (1) the stereo HDR capturing process (see Fig. 4.4, top right) and (2) the disparity map computation process based on structured light (see Fig. 4.4, second row). In Section 4.2.3 the preliminary calculated reference disparity map for the HDR scene captured in Fig. 4.4 is shown and discussed.
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Figure 4.4: Scene capturing process. Top left: experimental setup, top right: HDR image capturing, bottom left: example of a horizontal Gray-code image, bottom right: example of a vertical Gray-code image.

In the context of ongoing research towards the development of HDR stereo matching algorithms [AYG13], we seek to acquire a variety of HDR data sets along with corresponding reference disparity maps that can serve as ground truth for evaluating HDR stereo matching algorithms. When setting up the test scenes, we pay special attention to including scene characteristics that are representative of HDR scenes (for example, highly saturated regions) as well as features that are known to be challenging for stereo matching algorithms (for example, lack of texture or slanted surfaces).

4.2.1 Reference disparity computation using structured light

To generate the reference disparity maps, we use the structured light technique with Gray-codes as used for the Middlebury disparity map computation [SS03b] described in Fig. 4.5. A Panasonic projector PT-AH1000AE is placed beside the camera (see Fig. 4.4 top left). It is capable of projecting resolutions up to 1920x1080 pixels with a dynamic range of 500000:1. We also use a desktop PC to control the camera, rail and projector.
during the capturing process. The projector is used to generate the binary Gray-code patterns that contain black and white (on/off) pixel values.

The first step according to Fig. 4.5 is to capture all patterned images for both views. To distinguish among \( n \) locations, \( \log_2(n) \) patterns are required. Each pattern represents one bit plane, and all \( \log_2(n) \) patterns together achieve one unique coded value for each pixel. As described in [SS03b], using a projector resolution of 1024 x 768, 10 horizontal and 10 vertical patterns are sufficient to uniquely code each pixel in the scene. This sums up to 40 patterned images, 20 for each of the left and right views. To threshold the pixels more reliably into on or off categories, patterns and their inverse patterns are being used, which doubles the image numbers into 80. For more accurate decoding, we capture the same patterns with two different exposures, which results in 160 patterned images to be processed.

As in the stereo HDR capturing process, we first need to rectify the corresponding left and right views for all patterns and exposures [Bra00]. Using the decoded Gray-code patterns, we assign a unique label to each pixel of the scene. Corresponding pixels in the left and right view are found using the unique codes at each pixel (in 1D search, since images are rectified). The result of this correspondence process is called view disparity. Using view disparities and code labels, projection matrices for the illumination (pattern) sources can be determined. Reprojecting the code labels into the two view geometry results in illumination disparities. By combining all disparities, a final accurate disparity map is achieved. More details about the process can be found in [SS03b].

4.2.2 Post processing

Once the disparity map has been computed as described in 4.2.1, appropriate post processing is required. It is suggested in [SS03b] to use some interpolation method to fill small holes in the ground truth disparity while no solution for recovering large holes is offered. Small holes are caused by noise or wrongly matched pixels which are usually easy to repair or fill in. Large holes appear in (1) areas that are shadowed under all illumination patterns and (2) specular surfaces.

We apply the post processing in two separate phases to, (1) fill small holes and (2) to cover big holes which are the result of shadows in the scene. It should be noted that in this context shadows refers to areas that do not receive any projection pattern, and not to shadowing effects related to other illumination sources, such as lamps, inside the HDR scene. The latter type of shadows, however, may pose problems in stereo matching due to poor texture and noise. All holes have been marked as invalid disparities during a left-right consistency check to be post processed later. We repair invalid pixels by using their corresponding disparity value in a morphologically closed version of the current disparity map [?]. Any other filtering method with the same purpose could be used as well.
4.2.3 Results and Discussion

First results of our processing are shown in Fig. 4.6. Areas that are shadowed under all illuminated patterns create large holes which cannot be easily removed or filled in. In the bottom row of Fig. 4.4, a shadowed (non-illuminated) area in the top left corner of the scene is visible, which is caused by the lamp. For better visibility, shadow regions are illustrated in the fully illuminated (using projector) image shown in Fig. 4.6 (a). In these regions, a lack of illumination codes caused unknown disparity values (holes) in the disparity result (see Fig. 4.6 (b)). At the moment, we manually mark these regions and fill in the holes with values in the closest Euclidean distance. The final disparity map generated in the mentioned way from the left point of view is shown in Fig. 4.6 (d). It should be noted that this is just a preliminary result of our ongoing research.

For comparing the calculated reference disparity of the HDR scene to state of the art stereo matching results, we show the disparity map achieved from the fast cost-volume filtering approach [HRB+13]. Fig. 4.6 (e) shows the disparity calculated from the middle exposed stereo images and Fig. 4.6 (f) represents the disparity computed from the Drago tone mapped [DMAC03] stereo pairs. It is visible that the disparity information gained from the structured light technique is of better quality than the results of the stereo matching approach on LDR and tone mapped stereo images.

As part of our work towards the generation of stereo HDR data sets and ground truth, we explained the hardware setup and visualized the data set generation and disparity computation approach step by step on an example scene. In principle, the chosen structured light approach is capable of delivering high-quality disparity maps that can be used as reference for stereo matching. However, our HDR test scene has also demonstrated the problem of missing disparity information caused by lamps placed in the scene foreground, which block the light pattern emitted by the projector. Since such light sources constitute an important component of meaningful HDR indoor test scenes, suitable ways for alleviating this problem (for example, by using a second structured light projector) should be explored.
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Figure 4.5: Ground truth computation process [SS03b].
Figure 4.6: Reference disparity map computation. (a): Full projected scene, with non-illuminated regions (shadows are marked black) specified; (b): computed reference map before manual post processing (shadow holes); (c): left LDR mid-exposed image; (d): calculated reference disparity after post processing; (e): LDR stereo matching result corresponding to (c); (f): tone mapped stereo matching result corresponding to top row of Fig. 3.4.
CHAPTER 5

Tone-mapped Stereo Matching

HDR images provide greater detail and larger brightness levels than conventional LDR ones. Working in HDR space can lead to better results by using more detailed brightness information. It is not hard to predict that working in radiance (HDR) space provides more informative disparities as discussed in Chapter 4. This is especially true in challenging lighting conditions and low-textured areas. However, two important challenges when switching calculations from LDR to HDR domain are lack of data and backward compatibility. We talked about how we compensate in this thesis for lack of data for HDR stereo matching in Chapter 3 by introducing our own data set. In this chapter we focus on the second challenge which is backward compatibility for available stereo matching techniques.

Why do we need a backward compatible HDR stereo matcher? Most of the available stereo matching software approaches are hard-coded to work with 8-bit input images, including the top ranked methods in Middlebury [Sch07]. Although a few methods including some hardware solutions implemented on microprocessors have the advantage of running on floating point data [Kon97]. Furthermore, most of the available stereo matching codes assume a fixed range of intensities for both left and right images while an HDR image pair most probably has different maximum luminance values for each image due to angular differences. See Table 5.1 for information regarding the maximum luminance values in the left and right images of our data set pairs used in the rest of this chapter. The middle exposed LDR images for the left and right views are shown in Fig. 5.2.

To generate a backward compatible solution to conventional stereo matchers, we use Tone Mapping Operations (TMO) to compress the dynamic range into conventional range while preserving details of an HDR image. After comparing disparity maps achieved from different TMOs, we propose a fusion framework for achieving more informative disparity maps from tone-mapped, HDR image pairs. In order to estimate corresponding ground truth disparity maps, we make use of our HDR stereo images and an implementation of a
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Figure 5.1: Left and right views of the dataset used in this chapter. The maximum luminance values of the scenes for each left and right view are specified in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Left, Max. Luminance (in cd/m²)</th>
<th>Right, Max. Luminance (in cd/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donkey</td>
<td>5412</td>
<td>5536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>5423</td>
<td>5543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>5401</td>
<td>5570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>6802</td>
<td>7153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillow</td>
<td>8150</td>
<td>8221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Maximum luminance value of the left and right images in our data set. The rows of this table are arranged in respect to the data set shown in Figure 5.2 from left to right: Donkey, Horse, Rabbit, Elephant and Pillow.

customized stereo matching approach introduced in Chapter 4. Based on these estimated disparities, we perform an objective evaluation of stereo matching approaches.

Since stereo matching is an old research and industrial field, it is important for new stereo data sets to be runnable on conventional approaches. Therefore, we use tone-mapped image pairs with the standard interface to legacy stereo matchers and propose an algorithm to optimize the disparity maps to achieve closest results to HDR stereo matching.

Even though we captured HDR stereo data, we only used them for our ground truth disparity calculation and used HDR tone-mapped data in our proposed framework in this chapter. The first reason for using tone-mapped images (not the original HDR image pairs) is described in the previous paragraph regarding backward compatibility. The second reason is, although our HDR stereo matching approach outperforms the tone-mapped and LDR approaches, it is not fully automatic. We used a manual in-painting post processing to fill-in some of the holes in the disparity maps as shown in Fig. 5.2. Manual post processing and in-painting of disparity maps for the purpose of ground truth generation (evaluation) is a common approach [SS03a, AKCG14], but usually not a scalable or real-time method. We used the original HDR disparity maps just as a reference for our evaluation method for the same mentioned reasons.
In this chapter, we present a graph-cut based disparity map fusion framework using different tone-mapped stereo matching results in order to take into account the best features for stereo matching from several different TMOs. Stereo matching in HDR scenes introduces new challenges to the matching state-of-the-art. Computing the disparity on the tone-mapped image pairs is an approach to solve these challenges, but not so many tone-mapping operators are suitable to be applied on more than one frame or image while keeping the consistency of the images or frames. This problem has recently been addressed in video tone-mapping [EWMU13a].

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. We compare the disparity results obtained from different tone-mapped image pairs with a focus on edge-aware filtering based TMOs. Then, our proposed framework to combine several computed disparity maps is introduced in. Finally, Section 4.2.3 debates our experimental results, evaluation and discussions. This Section discusses the HDR stereo image pairs as well as our reference disparity map generation approach used for the quantitative evaluation.

5.1 Highly-ranked TMOs

According to most of the comparisons on TMOs mentioned before, Reinhard TMO [RSSF02], Fattal TMO [FLW02] and Drago TMO [DMAC03] are among the most effective ones. Therefore, we choose them to be among our short listed TMOs which we are evaluating for stereo matching application. In the following subsections we compare and discuss these TMOs from the stereo matching point of view.

Reinhard TMO: is a global TMO which took the inspiration from traditional wet-film photography techniques.

Fattal TMO: represents a local TMO which is based on gradient domain operators.

Drago TMO: is an example of a global TMO which is extending the logarithmic response curves to perform on a wider dynamic range.

5.1.1 Edge-aware TMOs

Our experiments show that edge-aware TMOs achieve more discriminative disparity maps since they are more robust to lighting changes between the left and right images. Some of the TMOs based on the edge aware filtering approach such as Durand TMO [DD02] are also listed among the highly ranked operators in the literature. Based the same idea proposed by Durand, there has been other filtering approaches which can replace the Bilateral filter solution used by Durand. We implement and compare TMOs based on the most popular filtering methods.

Durand TMO: Based on the idea of an image being consisted of a high spatial frequency (LDR), and a low frequency (HDR).

Gastal, He, and Farbman TMOs: Based on the same idea as Durand TMO but using different edge-aware filtering approaches.
The tone-mapped disparity maps are calculated using the cost-volume filtering stereo matching \[ \text{HRB}^{+13} \] on every tone-mapped image pair. The TMOs which are used in this experiment are: Reinhard, Durand, Fattal, Gastal, Drago, He and Farbman TMOs. Our main contribution is the introduction of the combination approach to take all the different characteristics of TMOs into account. The TMOs which we used in our benchmark are interchangeable.

**TMO Parameters:** Most TMOs have tunable parameters. We used the default parameters suggested by the authors in most of the cases for TMOs. Here we list the parameter values which we modified to tune the TMOs for tone-mapped disparity calculation according to our experiments. For more details of the parameters definitions please refer to the references.

- Guided Filter (He TMO [HST10]): \( \{r = 9, \epsilon = 0.0001\} \)
- WLS Filter (Farbman TMO [FFLS08]): \( \{\alpha = 1.2, \lambda = 1\} \)
- Domain Transform Filter (Gastal TMO [GO11]): \( \{\sigma_s = 60, \sigma_r = 0.33\} \)

### 5.2 Backward Compatible Tone mapped Matching Algorithm: Hybrid Tone mapped Disparity Calculation

The discontinuities in a disparity map often co-occur with the color or brightness changes in the associated camera image [DT05] as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Therefore, using tone-mapped image pairs which contain more accurate information of the brightness and color than LDR images, helps the disparity estimation. Our results, illustrated in Table 5.2 show that some of the TMOs provide better data for stereo matching but here we propose an approach to take into account all the positive features of the different tone-mapped images. We tie together the available information from different tone-mapped image pairs. Each TMO is based on some specific image features. The probability distribution based on each disparity map (obtained from different TMOs) provides a practical platform to effectively obtain the most probable disparity value for each pixel.

#### 5.2.1 Tone-mapped Disparity Map Calculation

We use a state-of-the-art local stereo matching technique based on cost-volume filtering \[ \text{HRB}^{+13} \] for all of our disparity estimations. The matching cost calculation based on the color intensity values \( I_c \) and luma gradient information \( \nabla_x I_i \) is formulated in Eq.5.1 \[ \text{HRB}^{+13} \]. The seven different tone-mapped image pairs are used as different inputs to our stereo matcher.
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\[ C_{i,d} = \alpha \cdot \min[\|I_i - I'_{i-d}\|, \tau_1] + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \min[\|\nabla_x I_i - \nabla_x I'_{i-d}\|, \tau_2]. \]  

(5.1)

The cost-volume entry, \( C_{i,d} \), determines how well a pixel \( i \) in the left image matches the same pixel in the right image shifted by vector (disparity) \( d \) in the \( x \) direction. Here, \( \nabla_x \) is the gradient operator in the \( x \) direction. For weighting the color and gradient information \( \alpha \) is used, and \( \tau \) values are truncation values. We apply this approach on different tone-mapped stereo inputs in the rest of the paper. The minimum cost disparity value (among the \( d \) disparities) is then estimated for each pixel \( i \) to be saved in \( f_i \) as the final disparity as in Eq. 5.2.

\[ f_i = \arg\min_d C_{i,d}. \]  

(5.2)

5.2.2 Combination method

Markov Random Fields (MRFs) are being widely used in computer vision during the last two decades because of their enormous power in modeling visual perception problems [WKP13]. We model our combining problem using a pairwise MRF by defining the measurement and smoothness potentials.

To our best knowledge, this is the first time tone-mapped disparities are being combined to provide more discriminative disparity information in HDR, low-textured scenes. We apply a graphical model to the problem of fusing several disparity maps using a Markov Random Field approach for integrating the disparities. We propose a modified version of the MRF approach used in [DT05] for integrating our seven different tone-mapped disparity maps. They used a Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) which can be mapped to the usage of graph cuts to solve an energy minimization problem (See Eq. 5.8). Our MRF formulation of the problem works with seven layers of information, one layer per TMO disparity.

The target disparity value \( y \) is estimated using the prior seven disparity information \( Z = \{z_1, z_2, ..., z_7\} \) and reference guided image (here, left image) \( x \) from the likelihood function \( p(y|Z, x) \). Since the stereo images are available in high resolution, this insight is used to enhance the accuracy of the disparity estimation. We used the left image as a guided image in our approach. The MRF is defined in the form of:

\[ p(y|Z, x) = \frac{1}{C} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}(\psi + \phi)\right). \]  

(5.3)

where, \( C \) is a normalization factor. The disparity measurement potential \( \psi \), and the disparity smoothness potential \( \phi \), are calculated as follows. The measurement potential is based on a quadratic distance between the estimated disparity value and the seven
measured ones. The set of indexes for which different disparity values are available is shown by $L$. A constant weight of $K$ can be placed on the depth measurements. In our calculations we used $K = 1$.

$$\psi = \sum_{i \in L} K(y - z_i)^2, L = 1, 2, ..., 7. \tag{5.4}$$

The neighboring nodes to pixel $i$ are considered in $N(i)$ and $\phi$ calculates the weighted quadratic distance between neighboring disparity information. A various number of neighbors can be used depending on the purpose of the application. We used values from eight neighboring pixels. The weighting values $w_{ij}$ determine the correspondence between two adjacent pixels, using the constant $c$ as a penalty for smoothing the edges in the image.

$$\phi = \sum_{i} \sum_{j \in N(i)} w_{ij}(y_i - y_j)^2. \tag{5.5}$$

The weights $w_{ij}$ are calculated from the guidance reference image $x$, which in our case is the left view image since we calculate the disparity for the left view.

$$w_{ij} = \exp(-c \ u_{ij}). \tag{5.6}$$

$$u_{ij} = \|x_i - x_j\|^2. \tag{5.7}$$

Now that the MRF model is defined, there are many ways for solving the optimization problem. This problem can be solved using MAP or Energy Minimization (see Eq. 5.8). In $[DT05]$ the conjugate gradient is used for solving the MRF. Here, we minimize the energy with the help of the graph cuts using $\alpha$-expansion moves $[BVZ01]$ as formulated in Eq. 5.10 since one of the classical usages of energy minimization is for assigning labels (here, disparity values) to pixels. Minimizing the energy/cost has gained a lot of popularity especially in solving low-level vision problems such as stereo matching.

$$E(y | Z, x) = - \log p(y | Z, x). \tag{5.8}$$

Equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show the relation between the energy and likelihood and their optimization approaches, where $E$ is the energy function $[WKP13]$. 

$$\hat{y} = \arg\max_{y} \{ \exp \sum_{p} \in \{ p(y | z) \} \}. \tag{5.9}$$

$$\hat{y} = \arg\min_{y} \{ - \sum_{p} \ln (p(y | z)) \}. \tag{5.10}$$
5.3 Evaluation and Comparison of TMOs For Stereo Matching Purpose

In this section, we discuss our results based on running the same stereo matching algorithm on various tone mapped stereo images and compare the calculated disparity maps. Our goal is to specify the most suitable TMO for stereo matching in HDR scenes.

5.3.1 Reference/Ground Truth Disparity Map

Disparity maps obtained from HDR stereo image pairs are post processed and used as our reference disparity information. We computed the HDR disparity maps by replacing the color intensity information and luma gradient values in Eq. 5.1 with radiance ($R_i$) and radiance gradient values ($\nabla_x R_i$), respectively, as shown in Eq. 5.11. These HDR disparity maps are shown as post processed disparity maps in Fig. 5.2.

$$C_{i,d} = \alpha \cdot \min[\|R_i - R'_{i-d}\|, \tau_1] + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \min[\|\nabla_x R_i - \nabla_x R'_{i-d}\|, \tau_2].$$

(5.11)

In Fig. 5.2, the first two rows demonstrate the left and right views of the images which contain the low-textured background as well as tricky lighting conditions for stereo matching. The third row shows the gradient images corresponding to the left view, showing the lack of gradient information. In the fourth row the matched points from two views using the customized HDR cost-volume stereo matcher [AYG14] are shown. These disparity maps are not post processed. The post processed disparity maps are presented in the fifth row. In the last row the in painted, improved reference disparity maps are depicted using the gradient information to fill in the holes in the disparities presented in the fifth row.

We seek to get a deeper insight into the observed quality differences between the LDR and HDR matching results by comparing computed cost values in the intensity space versus HDR radiance space. Details of the cost values computed in the intensity (LDR) and radiance space (HDR) for a specific sample are provided in Fig. 4.3. Graphs $(g_1)$, $(g_2)$, $(g_3)$ and $(g_4)$ show the computed matching costs for specified pixels in $e$ and $f$. In all graphs, cost values (first rows) are calculated from color/radiance information (middle row) and gradient information (bottom row) using the LDR and HDR cost computation algorithms as described before. Pixels $x_1$ and $x'_1$ in the LDR and HDR disparity maps ($e$ and $f$), respectively, achieve a plausible disparity in both cases. Contrarily, $x_2$ and $x'_2$ represent the same pixel in the LDR and HDR disparity map for which a wrong disparity in LDR but a correct disparity in HDR was achieved. The top row in graph $(g_3)$ shows how working in conventional intensity space results in very similar matching costs inside low texture areas that are very likely to cause a mismatch. The top row in graph $(g_4)$ presents the corresponding pixel matching costs in radiance space with only one minimum among matching costs. The same effect was observed on other image pairs too.
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**Figure 5.2:** HDR stereo data set and their corresponding reference disparity maps. First two rows: the left and right views of the images, Third row: the gradient images corresponding to the left view, Forth row: the matched points from two views using the customized HDR cost-volume stereo matcher, Fifth row: the post processed disparity maps and, the last row: the in painted reference disparity maps.

scene radiance information instead of intensity values, we achieved one global minimum which is known to be a more reliable situation in optimization algorithms. Therefore, we use the HDR disparity maps (forth row in Fig. 5.2) with small modifications (last row in Fig. 5.2) as reference disparity information for our quantitative evaluation.

### 5.3.2 Qualitative Evaluation

Fig. 5.3 compares the disparity maps achieved from different input stereo data. The first row shows the HDR reference disparity maps calculated as described in Section 5.3.1. The following rows show the matching results on different tone-mapped stereo images as well as the LDR stereo input. The last row represents our combination approach disparities. Five HDR scenes with low-textured background are chosen for our experiments. The lighting and shadow situation in all of the scenes creates challenging situation for stereo
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As it is noticeable from the results, some TMOs perform worse than the traditional LDR approach. Reinhard TMO, Durand TMO and Fattal TMO cause more artifacts and mismatched pixels than the traditional LDR matching. Our results illustrate that Gastal, Drago, He and Farbman TMOs are robust to some changes in the lighting condition and therefore achieve more informative disparity maps from stereo pairs. The combined approach outperforms all of the other calculated disparities.

5.3.3 Quantitative Evaluation

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) value indicating the difference between each calculated disparity map and the corresponding HDR reference disparity is shown below the results in Fig. 5.3. Table 5.2 contains the average RMSE values on all of the five data set shown in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3. Based on the information presented in the Table 5.2 we derive some conclusions:

- Not all of the TMOs perform well for stereo matching. Three out of seven tone-mapped stereo images used in our experiment resulted in more mismatched disparities compared to conventional LDR image pairs. Choosing an effective TMO for the stereo matching and 3D reconstruction purposes is a completely different task than evaluating TMOs for visual and display purposes.

- Local TMOs based on edge-aware filters perform better for stereo matching than some of the other TMOs which are based on a global curve estimation. Among the four edge-aware filtering approaches implemented and studied in this paper, the Farbman filter suits disparity estimation better than the others.

- As expected, the combined disparities outperform all of the other tone-mapped stereo matchers. This is based on the fact that the disparities with mismatched pixels in some regions, might carry valuable information in some other specific areas of the image. Our experiments show that combining the four best performing tone-mapped disparities (Gastal, Drago, He, Farbman) does not achieve as informative result as when we used all the seven disparities.

Table 5.3 shows the effectiveness of the MRF model. The simplest way to combine several results is to use average or median. We averaged our seven disparity maps and achieved an error which is very close to the LDR result. We also show the average RMSE on choosing four random tone-mapped disparities among the seven in our MRF solution. Even though combining four disparities results in less RMSE but our experiments point out the fact that using more information to combine results in more informative results. One can use more than seven tone-mapped disparities, however, both of our qualitative and quantitative evaluations illustrate that seven proposed results are discriminative. There is a trade off between the complexity and reducing the RMSE. We suggest to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Average RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinhard</td>
<td>27.9986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durand</td>
<td>26.1757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fattal</td>
<td>24.4647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDR</td>
<td>16.6513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastal</td>
<td>14.1403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drago</td>
<td>11.9454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>10.6072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farbman</td>
<td>9.0224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Combined Approach</td>
<td>5.1754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Our combined tone-mapped based approach in comparison to other approaches. Our results were compared to conventional LDR stereo matching introduced in [HRB+13] and 7 other well-known tone-mapped stereo matching approaches. The error is calculated as the average RMSE on the 5 introduced stereo image pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combining Approach</th>
<th>Average RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>16.6087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>15.3736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our graph cut based combination method combining 4 random tone-mapped disparities</td>
<td>10.5418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our graph cut based combination method combining 7 tone-mapped disparities</td>
<td>5.1754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Comparison of our combined graph-cut based approach to several other combination methods.

keep the proposed results for combination below ten to be able to achieve near real-time disparity estimation. However, the question of how much improvement one could gain using the proposed fusion approach, remains open.

#### 5.3.4 Implementation

The implementation was done using MATLAB R2014a code for each of the tone-mapping methods as well as the combinational approach and performed on a Lenovo X220 laptop with Intel Corei5 CPU (2250-second generation) and 8G of RAM. In this section we will expand on the tone-mapping operators implementation but mostly on our proposed combinational approach and graph cut solution. Our combinational method takes almost 5 seconds using our MATLAB code on the specified hardware. Further optimizations are possible to make the code faster and close to real time.
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**TMO Implementation**

We used the available MATLAB codes from original publications for most of the TMOs used in this work. Some of the parameters of TMOs were modified as shown in Chapter 5.1.1. All of the codes were performing near real time on our stereo image pairs. A few milliseconds is the average time to run the TMOs on the hardware specified before.

Gastal, He, and Farbman TMOs were implemented by ourselves following the edge-aware filtering approach introduced in Durand TMO. The same concept of separating the image into the base and detail layers was taken into account.

**Graph Cut, Alpha Expansion Implementation**

For using a graph cut approach to combine few available results, there are few important concepts which need to be determined and defined properly based on the nature of the problem. Data Term, Cost Functions, Number of labels, Smoothness Term and Move Making Algorithm are key for achieving satisfactory results. What we used in this work can be replaced but based on our experiments the following definitions lead to the best outcome. For more details about the general definitions and some use case examples please refer to [BVZ01]. We used the available Graph Cut MATLAB code in the mentioned reference as a base for the standard functions. After defining the problem, data term and smoothness term correctly, one can use the open source graph cut solution to solve the optimization. The main function of our MATLAB code as well as smoothness definition can be found in the Appendix A.

**Data Term:**

Defining the data term is depending on the problem and is key for the optimization process. Stereo matching has been known as a labeling problem in the literature. Starting the labeling with defining a base cost volume disparity is also a common approach as discussed before in [HRB+13]. To start with, we define a normal distribution function on each pixel of each tone-mapped disparity candidate which results in a 3D cost volume disparity map. Our unary cost or our graph cut definition is the stereo matching cost. We define the data term as the accumulated summation of cost volume disparities. The number of labels that we are choosing the most optimized one from is in the range of [0-max disparity of the data set].

**Smoothness Term:**

The smoothness term will help finding the areas which are connected or have the same label value. We define the four neighbouring pixels as neighbours to each label. In other words, each pixel has a link to it’s four neighbours. Potts model is a very effective smoothness term of penalizing neighbouring values for graph cut problems. Using Potts model, discontinuities between any pair of labels are penalized equally. This is amongst the simplest discontinuity preserving models and it is especially useful when the labels are unordered or the number of labels is small. There are variations of Potts model
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using some static cues or weighting system. We use the gradient image for weighing the standard Potts model. Our smoothing function code is also available in Appendix A.

Move Making Algorithm:

Alpha expansion and Alpha-Beta swap are the two effective moves introduced in [BVZ01]. Both moves are trying to define a standard move for the minimization problem in order to find a local minimum. Alpha-expansion suits problems with one label; like stereo matching when we are seeking the best disparity label; and Alpha-Beta swap suits problems with a pair of labels. Our labels are disparity numbers and we are seeking the disparity label with minimum error and closest to the real distance between the left and right images. For this problem Alpha-expansion is a good optimization solution.

Below is a pseudo code on Alpha-expansion from [BVZ01]:

1. Start with an arbitrary labelling f
2. Set success = 0
3. For each label \( \alpha \in L \)
   
   Find \( \hat{f} = \arg \min E(f') \) among \( f' \) within one \( \alpha \)-expansion of \( f \)
   
   If \( E(\hat{f}) < E(f) \), set \( f = \hat{f} \) and success = 1
4. If success = 1 goto 2
5. Return f
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Figure 5.3: Disparity map comparison. The RMSE values are shown below each disparity. First row: HDR reference disparity maps illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Reinhard, Fattal and Durand TMOs achieve disparities with bigger error than conventional LDR stereo matching. Gastal, Drago, He and Farbman TMOs perform better than LDR stereo matching while our combined graph-cut approach outperforms all of the LDR and tone-mapped disparity maps.
Tone Reproduction and Color Retargeting for Mesopic Vision

Not only the visible color gamut depends on the luminance level, but also our visual system works differently in different luminance conditions. Visible luminance levels in different situations are shown in Figure 2.3. The human eye is capable of perceiving a huge range of brightness but only a small part of the range is covered with current cameras and display panels. HDR displays provide a greater range closer to the range perceived in real world. However, the fact that our visual color perception also changes based on the luminance level has not been taken into account. As shown in Figure 2.4, in lower luminance levels, known as mesopic and scotopic vision, visual perception differs. The fact that rod photoreceptors contribute to our vision in mesopic, as well as the change in our contrast sensitivity result in the need to compensate the content and displays to match our vision in mesopic. HDRI knowledge, tone reproduction methods and color retargeting approaches are combined to achieve this goal in this Chapter.

The human visual system works in three different modes called photopic, mesopic and scotopic vision. Photopic vision refers to our vision at day light situations (high light levels) at which only cones are responsible for our vision. As the light level falls on to a luminance of 10 cd/m², the visual system smoothly goes from photopic vision to mesopic vision, in which both cones and rods contribute to visual perception. In the so called scotopic situations, the light level is lower than the absolute threshold of cone photoreceptors and the human vision is only mediated by rods. Photopic vision has attracted the most focus of the research since most of the camera and display applications in real world are in photopic and daylight environment. Mesopic and scotopic vision, are correspondingly attracting more attention in the industry.

In this Chapter, we first discuss some of the most highly-ranked approaches for both color
retargeting and tone reproduction with focus on mesopic vision. We also introduce a method to compensate for color perception in mesopic rendering. Our method is based on the inverse of a well-known Color Appearance Model (CAM) which simulates our mesopic visual system. The inverse of the CAM is required for color retargeting since for rendering content on dimmed displays in the dark compensating for color details is the key. CAMs simulate the behaviour of our visual system and inverse of CAMs compensate for what our visual system looses in the dark. Finally we conduct a subjective evaluation on the effectiveness of each of the color retargeting methods and furthermore the combination of both color and contrast.

Our result is very consistent with some of the prior art in this field which insists on the importance of taking advantage of both color and contrast corrections to provide the end user with an optimized visual experience [WM14b], [Rei11].

6.1 Mesopic Vision Characteristics

Our visual system reacts to changes in the spectral, spatial, and temporal properties of the illuminant across ~10 log units of dynamic range [KB86]. This is partially accomplishable because of the switching operations between two main photoreceptors in the retina, rods and cones. Rods and cones’ operations overlap in some light ranges. In this chapter, we focus on mesopic vision. There is a considerable amount of literature on photopic vision because of it’s huge range of applications for the camera and display industry. Mesopic is attracting more attention in recent years from computer scientists. Matching the displays to our visual system taking into account the neurological changes in the dark is an important factor which we focus on it in this work. A good understanding of the eye physiology is needed for this matter. More detailed explanation on visual perception is described in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

In the rest of this chapter we briefly describe some of the most important perceptual effects in low light conditions and especially mesopic vision. Then, we propose compensation algorithms to help adjust display contents to human visual system. Subjective evaluations are performed and reported to compare and evaluate our methods.

Purkinje Shift: In 1825, physiologist Johannes Evangelista von Purkinje ran experiments on passing white light through a prism checking for the resulting spectrum during the early and late stages of dark adaptation. As a result of his studies, he reported that the brightest region shifted toward the shorter wavelength end of the spectrum after about 10 min in the dark. This is because of the fact that the retinal cones are maximally sensitive to a wavelength of 555 nm whilst the rods are maximally sensitive to 505 nm. In simple words, as cone vision switches over to rod vision during dark-adaptation, our visual system gets more sensitive to shorter wavelengths and blues look relatively lighter than reds [EWMU02].
6.2 Tone and Color Retargeting: Two Sides of the Same Coin

In recent years, mesopic vision and perception in the dark is getting a greater traction from both academia and industry [App, EVH+05, Fai13b]. One of the most important reasons for this traction is the advances in Virtual Reality (VR) [Occ] as well as the growth in using smart devices before bed time and the effect of late stimulation on vision and circadian rhythms [con]. The automotive industry and night time driving is another important industrial problem which is driving many research in the mesopic field [EVH+05]. Our visual color and contrast perception changes in the dark. In the mesopic range, rods and cones both contribute to color vision [PC10]. As a result, some color retargeting or reproduction is needed to match the current standards -which are mostly based on cones response [MFH+02]- to take into account the mesopic vision characteristics [RAS+15].

Contrast retargeting or tone reproduction to compensate for the contrast in the dark environment has been also investigated [WM14b, KML03] in the last decade. The HDRI pipeline knowledge has been a reference for tone reproduction or contrast retargeting for content rendering on specific displays since the concept is close to tone mapping. The mesopic content rendering can be viewed as an application of the design showed in 2.2 in Chapter 2.

A more detailed design for the mesopic rendering solution including contrast retargeting and color retargeting was proposed by Wanat et al., shown in Figure 6.1. As illustrated in this Figure, the input to this algorithm is either of a scene-referred image or a display-referred image. In the global retargeting step, Y stands for the luminance channel, a global tone curve is applied that minimizes the contrast distortions when the image is shown on a target display; in this case a dimmed display in the dark. In this work Laplacian pyramid is used on frequency-based separated luminance levels, after a base-detailed layer separation of the image luminance is conducted. The color retargeting is taking into account the rod contribution in mesopic vision and outputs new linear RGB values. The display inverse model is used eventually to transform pixel values into sRGB color space.

In this Chapter, we use the general approach presented by Wanat et al. [WM14b] with few modifications and improvements based on our subjective evaluation results. The modifications are: first, we focus on compensation for mesopic and not night vision simulation even though the same model can be used for night vision simulation as well. Second, we show that using Shin CAM [SMYS04b] is more effective for mesopic compensation rather than Cao CAM [CPSZ08a] used by Wanat et al. and we propose an inverse of the Shin CAM for display rendering for mesopic compensation.
6.3 Color Retargeting for Mesopic Rendering Compensation

As mentioned at the beginning of this Chapter, perceptual rendering necessitates involving both a color appearance model and its inverse. The first step is to determine the luminance of the original scene-referred image. The forward color appearance model - in our case Shin’s model- predicts the color perceptual attributes for a standard human observer. We then feed these attributes into the backward model (i.e. inverse Shin’s model) along with the luminance of the target display and obtain the excitation values of the primaries as an output. The overview of this perceptual model is shown in Fig. 6.2.

In simpler words, using the forward model, we get the values for simulating the night vision. Using this simulation, we measure the amount of required compensation in each color channel to be applied on the target dimmed display to keep the perceived color quality of the user in the dark.

In the rest of this Section, we first introduce the Shin CAM (forward model) and then the inverse of the Shin CAM. Furthermore, a detailed discussion of our subjective evaluation and methods used in the evaluation are explained.

6.3.1 Shins Color Appearance Model for Mesopic Vision

Shin et al. proposed a modified version of the Boynton two-stage model with fitting parameters to account for the rod intrusion in mesopic vision [SMYS04a]. The parameters of the model are obtained as a function of illuminance based on the asymmetric color matching experimental data. In their experiment, the observer is presented with a Munsell color chip under the mesopic condition and is asked to match the appearance of that patch with the simulated image reproduced by this model in the CRT display under photopic condition. The model is as follows:
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Figure 6.2: Proposed design for using inverse CAM for mesopic rendering color compensation.

1. The XYZ image (i.e. the RGB image which is transformed to the XYZ color space) is input to the model and is converted to the LMS space in the first step.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{XYZ} &= M_{rgb\to xyz} \times \text{RGB} \\
\text{LMS} &= [L_p, M_p, S_p]^t = M_{xyz\to LMS} \times \text{XYZ}
\end{align*}
\] (6.1)

2. The LMS signals are substituted into the opponent channel equations of the Boynton two stage model:

\[
\begin{align*}
A(E) &= \alpha(E)K_w((L_p + M_p)/(L_{pw} + M_{pw})) + \beta(E)K'_w(Y'/Y'_w) \\
r/g(E) &= l(E)(L_p - 2M_p) + a(E)Y' \\
b/y(E) &= m(E)(L_p + M_p - S_p) + b(E)Y'
\end{align*}
\] (6.2)

where \(A(E), r/g(E),\) and \(b/y(E)\) are achromatic, red/green and blue/yellow opponent responses respectively; indices \(p\) and \(w\) indicate "photopic" and "white point" respectively; \(Y'\) represents the scotopic luminance; \(\alpha(E), \beta(E), l(E), a(E), m(E),\) and \(b(E)\) are the fitting parameters indicating the relative contribution of the rod’s response to the opponent channels; and \(K_w\) and \(K'_w\) are the maximum responses of the luminance channel at photopic and scotopic conditions.

3. Then, opponent responses, \(A(E), r/g(E),\) and \(b/y(E),\) are back transformed to the XYZ space and then to the RGB space.

\[
\text{XYZ} = M_{opp\to xyz} \times [A(E) \quad r/g(E) \quad b/y(E)]^t
\] (6.3)

The parameters of the Shin model are selected according to Table 6.1. Functions \(\alpha(E), \beta(E), l(E), a(E), m(E), b(E)\) are evaluated based on interpolation over the given points.
Table 6.1: Parameters of the Shin model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_w$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K'_w$</td>
<td>78.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Transformation matrices used in the Shin Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_{rgb2xyz}$</td>
<td>0.4124 0.3576 0.1805 0.2126 0.7152 0.0722 0.0193 0.1192 0.9505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{xyz2LMS}$</td>
<td>-0.155 0.543 -0.03286 -0.155 0.457 0.033 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{opp2xyz}$</td>
<td>1.008 2.149 -0.212 1 0 0 1 0 -1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Table 1. of [SMYS04a]. Moreover, transformation matrices used in the model are listed in Table 6.2.

6.3.2 Inverse of The Shin Color Appearance Model for Compensation

Figure 6.3 shows our general approach for the inverse model based on the target display luminance level. Our goal is to calculate an estimation of the $LMS$ values for the amount of compensation required in $LMS$ color space. Estimated $LMS$ values can then be easily transformed to $XYZ$ and eventually $RGB$ color spaces to be rendered on the display.

To develop the inverse of the Shin Color Appearance Model, we first calculate the opponent responses of the forward model ($A(E), r/g(E), b/y(E)$) that are fed to the inverse model as shown in Figure 6.3. We assume that the compensated image based on the display luminance, $E$, produces the same opponent responses as the opponent responses of the forward model to make a perfect match to the perceived image at the intended luminance, $E$.

Then the fitting functions as introduced in Section 6.3.1 are also evaluated for the average display luminance of $E$. These fitting functions are indicating the relative contributions of the rod’s response to the calculated opponent channels ($A(E), r/g(E), b/y(E)$). Fitting functions include $\alpha(E), \beta(E), a(E), l(E), b(E)$ and $m(E)$.

Third, the computed functions and opponent responses are substituted in the forward model using Equation 6.2 and the $LMS$ values of the compensated image can be obtained as follows:
6.4 Subjective Evaluation on Combination of Color and Tone Retargeting Approaches for Mesopic Vision

In this section, five different tone and color retargeting approaches for visual compensation in mesopic vision are analyzed, compared and evaluated on different content by naive observers in a dark room. We reviewed the tone reproduction approaches for mesopic vision as well as the color retargeting methods and show in the subjective evaluation that a suitable combination of tone and color retargeting methods is the most preferred result by observers on a dimmed display. The five chosen compensation methods as well as the unprocessed, non compensated image on a dimmed display in a dark room

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}_p + M_p &= \left( (L_{pw} + M_{pw}) / (\alpha(E) K_w) \right) \times \\
&\quad \left( A(E) - \beta(E) K'_w (Y'/Y'_w)^\gamma \right) \\
\mathcal{L}_p - 2M_p &= \left( r/g(E) - a(E) \times Y' \right) / \left( l(E) \right) \\
\mathcal{L}_p + M_p - S_p &= \left( b/y(E) - b(E) \times Y' \right) / \left( m(E) \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Fourth, the left-hand side variables of Equation 6.4 are transformed to \( \mathcal{L}_p, M_p \) and \( S_p \) using a simple linear transformation as shown below:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathcal{L}_p \\
M_p \\
S_p
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 0 \\ 1 & -2 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
\mathcal{L}_p + M_p \\
\mathcal{L}_p - 2M_p \\
\mathcal{L}_p + M_p - S_p
\end{bmatrix}
\]

And finally, a standard linear transformation is applied to convert the \( \mathcal{LMS} \) values to \( XYZ \) and subsequently to \( RGB \) values.

6.4 Subjective Evaluation on Combination of Color and Tone Retargeting Approaches for Mesopic Vision
were compared by 22 observers. Fifteen pairs of images processed with different tone and color compensation methods were shown to the observers. Observers were asked to choose their preferred image in terms of detail presentation in each scenario. Our pairwise comparison results show that the combination of a tone reproduction method proposed by Wanat et al. [WM14b] and a Shin-based color retargeting method proposed in this work in the previous Section achieves the best results on an OLED tablet.

The main goals of our subjective evaluation are i) to verify our hypothesis that tone and color reproduction methods need to be combined to provide the most effective compensation solution for mesopic vision and ii) to find the most preferred combination of the tone and color retargeting approaches according to the subjects.

6.4.1 Subjective Evaluation Design

We used an OLED display tablet with a bigger color gamut than conventional LCD displays. Twenty two subjects which are not image processing experts participated in our subjective study. Fourteen male subjects and eight female subjects were located in a dark environment with only the experiment tablet in front of them for 10-15 minutes. Each observer was presented by fifteen pairs of images within an Android application and was asked to choose the image which is preferred by them. They are always presented with the same image but processed differently as shown in Figure 6.4. The observers were instructed to select one of the two displayed images as their preferred image based on the overall feeling of the color and tones.

We used eight images from different scenes such as indoor, outdoor and portraits with different color themes. Each observer compared each two method combinations (combinations of two out of six results - 5 methods and an unprocessed image) for all eight images. Observers were in the age group of 25 to 62 years old, with normal color vision and from different backgrounds. They were asked to sit in a dark room of around 2 \(\text{cd/m}^2\) and use a Samsung Galaxy Tab AMOLED-based tablet to pick their preferred image in each case. The tablet display is a 10.5 inches with a resolution of 2560 X 1600 and luminance level of 2 \(\text{cd/m}^2\) to match the environment. During the experiment, observers were able to control their viewing angle and distance from the display.

The images for the pairwise comparison were computed beforehand using our OpenGL shader code of our proposed Shin-based color retargeting and an OpenGL shader implementation of the contrast retargeting approach introduced by [WM14a]. For other methods we used the open source available code in Matlab by the authors of the corresponding papers. The full processed images after applying the contrast and color retargeting method were organized to be randomly presented in pairs to users in our Android application.

6.4.2 Compared Methods in Our Subjective Evaluation

In all of the compared approaches except the unprocessed image and iCAM06, the tone retargeting approach introduced by Wanat et al. is used. We chose their method to
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Figure 6.4: An example of our Android application used for pairwise evaluation.

Retarget luminance contrast since it has been proven to work very effectively and it is one of the most recent approaches, which proved to work better compared to the well-known state of the art approaches in [WM14a]. We did not use this tone retargeting for iCAM06 since iCAM06 is a complete model of luminance and color retargeting together and we would like to compare it as is to our proposed framework. A simple overview of our framework which is a simplified version of the one introduced in [WM14a] is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Simple overview of our combinational framework for contrast and color retargeting for compensation in mesopic vision.
Method 1: iCAM06 [KJF07a]

This approach is one of the most well-known image appearance methods in the literature. The iCAM06 tone mapping technique accounts for mesopic condition by including the rod response in its tone compression operator [KJF07a] which is summarized as follows.

1. The chromatic adapted image is input to the tone compression unit and in the first step, this input image is converted to the Hunt-Pointer-Estevez space. Then the cone responses ($R'_a, G'_a, B'_a$) are obtained using the cone response functions introduced by Hunt [Hun95] from the ($R', G', B'$) inputs which is coming from the previous step.

\[
R'_a = \frac{400(F_L R'/Y_w)^p}{27.13 + (F_L R'/Y_w)^p} + 0.1
\]
\[
G'_a = \frac{400(F_L G'/Y_w)^p}{27.13 + (F_L G'/Y_w)^p} + 0.1
\]
\[
B'_a = \frac{400(F_L B'/Y_w)^p}{27.13 + (F_L B'/Y_w)^p} + 0.1
\]

where $Y_w$ refers to the luminance of the local adapted white image, $p$ is a user adjustable parameter and $L_A$ is the adaptation luminance.

\[
F_L = 0.2k^4(5L_A) + 0.1(1 - K^4)^2(5L_A)^{1/3}
\]
\[
k = 1/(5L_A + 1)
\]

2. The adapted rod response ($A_S$) is calculated using the Hunt model [Hun95].

\[
A_s = 3.05B_s\left[\frac{400(F_LS S/S_w)^p}{27.13 + (F_LS S/S_w)^p}\right] + 0.3
\]
\[
F_{LS} = 3800j^2(5L_{AS}/2.26)
\]
\[
+ 0.2(1 - j^2)^4(5L_{AS}/2.26)^{1/6}
\]
\[
L_{AS} = 2.26L_A
\]
\[
j = 0.00001/[(5L_{AS}/2.26) + 0.00001]
\]
\[
B_S = \frac{0.5}{1 + 0.3[(5L_{AS}/2.26)(S/S_w)]^{0.3}}
\]
\[
+ \frac{0.5}{1 + 5[5L_{AS}/2.26]}
\]

where $S$ and $S_w$ are the luminance of the chromatic adapted image and the that of the reference white respectively and $L_{AS}$ is the scotopic luminance value.

3. The tone compression output ($RGB_{TC}$) is computed as a linear combination of the cone responses ($RGB'_a$) and the rod response ($A_S$).

\[
RGB_{TC} = RGB'_a + A_s
\]

It is assumed that rod cells contribute to all cone responses with the same weights which is questionable based on the recent findings [KO11].
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The processed results of eight sample images with the iCAM06 approach are shown in the second column of Fig 6.6. In our experiment we set the input parameters of this model as: maximum luminance, $\max L = 2 \, \text{cd/m}^2$; overall contrast, $p = 0.7$; surround adjustment, $gamma_{\text{value}}=1$. A Matlab code which is available from the authors of this method is used for processing our eight images.

**Method 2: The Wanat contrast retargeting approach combined with saturation color retargeting method [WM14b]**

As discussed earlier, the luminance retargeting method proposed by Wanat and Mantiuk [WM14b] consisted of tone-curve optimization, spatial contrast processing, and hue/saturation shifts modelling.

The color retargeting model of this method is as follows:

$$
\hat{R}_i = \hat{Y} \times \left( \frac{\hat{R}_i}{\hat{Y}} \right)^{s(Y)}
$$

$$
s(Y) = \frac{Y}{(Y + \kappa)}
$$

where $Y$ and $\hat{Y}$ are the image luminance and the luminance of the tone-mapped image respectively, $\kappa$ is an adjusting factor and $\hat{R}_i$ refers to the $i_{th}$ channel of the tone-mapped image.

While their tone mapping algorithm showed improved performance compared to many other methods [WM14b], the color retargeting method did not show significant contribution for image reproduction at low light levels [RAS+15]. The processed results of eight sample images with Wanat combined contrast and color approach are shown in the third column of Fig. 6.6.

It is worth noting that iCAM06 and Wanat and Mantiuk’s luminance retargeting method take into account both tone and color reproduction, while the other two models (Cao and Shin) focus on color appearance only. Thus, the state-of-the-art tone mapping technique [WM14b] was combined with Cao and Shin’s color appearance models to reproduce images at Mesopic light levels.

**Method 3: The Wanat contrast retargeting approach [WM14b]**

In our subjective evaluation, we also considered using only the contrast/tone reproduction method proposed by Wanat and Mantiuk, since that is introduced as their main contribution in the publication. Considering only a tone reproduction method in our study, we evaluate the relative importance of the tone reproduction algorithm compare to the combined approaches. According to the subjective evaluation done by [WM14b], their approach using a simplified color retargeting works considerably better than the state of the art approaches.
The color retargeting approach of this method is summarized in the following:

1. The image RGB values are transformed to the LMSR photoreceptor space which gives the cone and rod responses.

\[
[E_L\ E_M\ E_S\ E_R]^t = M_E[\ R\ G\ B]^t
\]

where \(M_E\) is the corresponding transformation matrix.

2. Since rods and cones share their pathway to the visual cortex, the photoreceptor responses are combined according to the following equation:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
L \\
M \\
S
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & \kappa_1(Y) \\
0 & 1 & 0 & \kappa_1(Y) \\
0 & 0 & 1 & \kappa_2(Y)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
E_L \\
E_M \\
E_S \\
E_R
\end{bmatrix}
= M_c(Y)
\]

The coefficients \(\kappa_1(Y)\) and \(\kappa_2(Y)\) are set according to the luminance level.

3. The result of retargeting for a new target luminance value \(\tilde{Y}\) can be obtained by:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{R} \\
\tilde{G} \\
\tilde{B}
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{\tilde{Y}}{Y}(M_c(\tilde{Y})M_E)^{-1}M_c(Y)M_E
\begin{bmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The processed results of the eight sample images with Wanat contrast approach are shown in the fourth column of Fig. 6.6.

**Method 4: The Wanat contrast retargeting approach combined with Cao color retargeting model [WM14b]**

In this algorithm, the Cao algebraic model and it’s inverse are employed in the retargeting method. This algorithm is implemented by ourselves and used for processing images as explained in [WM14b]. In this publication Wanat and Mantiuk proposed a complete Cao-based color retargeting method which was reported not to work as effective as expected and the results were not presented in their subjective evaluation results. As explained in Section 6.4.2, another color retargeting approach called saturation was considered in the evaluation. The processed results of eight sample images with the Wanat combined contrast and Cao-based color approach are shown in the fifth column of Fig. 6.6.
6.5. Results and Discussions

Method 5: The Wanat contrast retargeting approach [WM14b] Combined with our proposed Shin-based color retargeting model

This is a combined approach of one of the most recent tone retargeting approaches for mesopic vision and our proposed Shin-based color retargeting. To create an image appearance retargeting framework which works in photopic and Mesopic range for both simulation and compensation purposes, the contrast retargeting approach proposed by Wanat and Mantiuk [WM14b] is combined with the color retargeting approach proposed by us in Section 6.3. Both methods are shown to be very effective using separate subjective evaluations published in [WM14b] and [RAS +15]. In our subjective evaluation we replace the Wanat and Mantiuk color retargeting approach with the one proposed by us, keeping the same proposed architecture shown in Fig. ?? . The processed images using this combinational approach are shown in the sixth column of Fig. 6.6.

Unprocessed Images

We also show the unprocessed, original images on a dimmed display in a dark environment (2 cd/m²) as one of the compared methods. The unprocessed images are shown in the first column of Fig. 6.6. In the next section we explain the process of our pairwise comparison evaluation in more detail.

6.5 Results and Discussions

Figure 6.6 shows the output of the different approaches used in our subjective evaluation. Columns from left to right respectively show the result of applying no processing, iCAM06 (method 1), the Wanat tone and color retargeting approach (method 2), the Wanat tone reproduction method with no color retargeting (method 3), the Wanat tone reproduction combined with Cao color retargeting method (method 4) and the Wanat tone reproduction combined with our Shin-based color retargeting method (method 5).

We use the pairwise comparison approach with Just-Noticeable-Difference (JND) evaluation to subjectively evaluate the different combinations of our color and contrast retargeting methods. JND is known as the difference threshold, a value is changed in order for a difference to be noticeable. This approach has been used recently for subjective evaluation in the literature [WM14b, EWMU13b]. We used the Bayesian method of Silverstein and Farrell [SF01], which maximizes the probability of the pairwise comparison result account for the experiment under the Thurstone Case V assumptions. During optimization procedure, a quality value for each image is calculated maximizing the probability, modelled by the binomial distribution. Since we have 5 conditions for comparison, this Bayesian approach is suitable, which is robust to unanimous answers and uncommon when a large number of conditions are compared, not only 2.

Figure 6.6 shows the result of our subjective evaluation calculating the JND values as defined in [EWMU13b]. The average JND value of the 6 different compared methods for overall images presented in the Figure 6.6 from left to right are 3.5, 2.08, 3.1, 4.4,
Figure 6.6: The original images and the results of different approaches applied to each image are shown. Images are processed for the luminance level of $2 \text{cd} / \text{m}^2$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Unprocessed</th>
<th>Method 1</th>
<th>Method 2</th>
<th>Method 3</th>
<th>Method 4</th>
<th>Method 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girl</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image17" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image18" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portrait</td>
<td><img src="image19" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image20" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image21" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image22" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image23" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image24" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td><img src="image25" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image26" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image27" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image28" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image29" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image30" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caps</td>
<td><img src="image31" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image32" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image33" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image34" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image35" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image36" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayak</td>
<td><img src="image37" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image38" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image39" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image40" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image41" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image42" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td><img src="image43" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image44" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image45" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image46" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image47" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image48" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 and 4.7. The absolute JND values are not meaningful and only relative difference can be used for discriminating different choices. JND is a relative value that can be also meaningful when compared with others. A method with higher JND is preferred over methods with smaller JND values, where 1 JND corresponds to 75 percent discrimination threshold. According to the average JND values, the combination of the Wanat contrast retargeting and our proposed Shin-based color retargeting provides the most preferred mesopic rendering. The Figure 6.7 represents each JND value for each of the eight images.

Not only the average JND values for method 5 is achieving the best results but also for 7 out of 8 of test images, JND of method 5 is higher that all the other approaches. The only image that the method 5 JND value is not winning the comparison is for "Kayak" image. For this image JND values for methods 3, 4 and 5 are very close to each other.

6.6 Implementation

The implementation was done using Matlab R2014a code for each of the methods as well as the combinational approach and performed on a Lenovo X220 laptop with Intel Corei5 CPU (2250-second generation) and 8GB of RAM.

We have two implementations of the Shin inverse color retargeting method proposed in Section 6.3.2 our first implementation was in Matlab R2014a and takes few seconds to process a full HD image. The color retargeting needs to be applied on every pixel of the image so we expected it to take a lot of processing power. To get a faster implementation, we did a GPU OpenGL shader implementation of the color reargeting to leverage parallel processing. The GPU implementation of our code is adding 2 milliseconds latency to
process each frame and is real-time for up to 60 frames per second full HD videos or games. This implementation is owned and used by IRYStec Software Inc. and used in a few different products being commercialized by them.

To conduct the subjective evaluation, we used the iCAM06 Matlab code available from the authors as well as Wanat [WM14b] Matlab code (owned by IRYStec Software Inc.) with no color retargeting and with their proposed saturation color retargeting. We also implemented the proposed Cao-based color retargeting method from Wanat in Matlab for method 4. None of the Matlab codes worked in real time since all of them require pixel modification. We preprocessed all the images for our subjective evaluation using a simple Java based Android application to show random pairs of the images to the observers and collect their desired data.
Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis has presented novel methods for using HDRI techniques to improve results of two important computer vision problems. HDRI techniques offer massive potential for other computer vision and graphics applications to leverage the higher range of information. In this work, we focused on two computer vision problems and introduced new techniques and algorithms to take HDRI into account to solve them. We developed combinational algorithms for tone mapped HDR stereo matching. Our results show three times decreased error in stereo matching disparity map results. Furthermore, we developed a compensation method for rendering in mesopic vision using physiological research in color and contrast perception in the dark. Our Subjective evaluation results using JND show a great preference in subjects for using our approach in a mesopic environment. The following section summarizes the particular contributions and findings.

7.1 Summary

In this work, we leverage state of the art High Dynamic Range Imaging pipeline and techniques for two important computer vision problems: stereo matching and mesopic rendering. HDR images provide a greater level of information for image processing and computer vision problems. Although the majority of the state of the art HDRI focus so far has been on capturing and displaying HDR images.

Stereo matching and 3D reconstruction approaches do not work as well in HDR scenes and low textured regions. The greater luminance information available in HDR content is taken into account to provide more informative disparity maps in challenging matching regions of stereo images such as highly exposed regions and low textured areas. The first challenge we faced in leveraging HDRI techniques for stereo matching was lack of data. Therefore, in Chapter 3 we introduced our setup for capturing an HDR stereo data set. We shared some of our best practices capturing stereo images from HDR scenes as well as successful and failed captured stereo image examples.
Later in Chapter 4 we customized one of the state of the art stereo matching cost volume approaches to work with HDR left and right images. The results were used as ground truth HDR stereo matching data. Our work in the two mentioned chapters provide the ground for the research on comparing different tone-mapped methods for achieving better disparity maps in stereo matching. In Chapter 5 we compare the results of well-known tone mapping operators used for stereo matching and propose a new combination method for combining the disparity maps calculate using different tone mapped HDR stereo pairs. To evaluate our proposed method we used subjective and objective approaches. Our results show three times reduced disparity map error in the stereo matching calculation.

As the second application for tone mapped HDR images, we describe the challenges for rendering content on dimmed displays in dark environments. Mesopic vision introduces a challenge in rendering since our visual perception changes in dark ambient lighting. In chapter 6 we compare and evaluate different contrast and color compensation methods for mesopic rendering and propose a method that was ranked the most effective and preferred by subjects in an extensive subjective evaluation.

7.2 Future Work

Despite the high quality provided by the presented stereo matching and mesopic rendering methods, there are still a few areas for investigation that can potentially provide more accurate results. This section discusses these problems and suggestions for future research. We discuss our suggestions in different sub sections based on the research area.

7.2.1 HDR Stereo Data Set

As mentioned before in Chapter 3, there is no HDR stereo data set available containing real world HDR scenes. HDR scenes introduce special challenges to stereo matching. Introducing a comprehensive HDR stereo data set as well as ground truth disparity maps requires more in depth research. A dataset such as Middlebury for HDR scenes is required to benchmark HDR stereo matching methods.

In this thesis, we set up a laboratory setting for capturing HDR stereo images with the luminance levels of max $10^3 \text{ cd/m}^2$. We successfully captured 12 data sets using 8 different exposures. Two ground truth generating techniques were developed in Chapter 3 to evaluate HDR stereo matching methods. What we explained and experimented in this work can be considered as a starting point for a massive research area of HDR stereo matching and tone mapped stereo matching. Below we list a few of our suggestions for future work in this field:

1. **Stereo Pairs With Higher Dynamic Range:** Capturing outdoor real world scenes with a greater range of luminance levels under different exposures will provide a valuable ground for benchmarking and research in the HDR stereo matching field. Luminance levels in the order of $10^4 \text{ cd/m}^2$ or $10^5 \text{ cd/m}^2$ containing cloudy
weather, sunny days and night time captures including spot lights will provide real world data for stereo matching.

2. **Number of Data Sets and Scene Diversity:** With the goal of providing a real world data set and moving away from controlled conditions for stereo matching, a diversity of scenes are required. Bright indoor scenes like the scenes we captured in this work, as well as low textured objects, outdoor scenes, various baselines, and including different light sources in the scenes, each introduce specific challenges for stereo matching. A diverse data set will help researchers to be able to further test the limitations of their algorithms and compare approaches. More robust methods will be developed and will help to move one step forward towards calculating depth information for real world conditions.

3. **Ground Truth Disparity Maps:** Structured light approach or manual mismatch area filling of automatic disparity estimation were both used in this work. These approaches or any other standard method for creating ground truth disparity maps can be effective for HDR scenes.

### 7.2.2 Tone Mapped Combinational Approach

In this section, we discuss a few possibilities for combining HDR tone mapped disparity maps.

1. **Other Tone Mapping Operators:** Each TMO works best under certain circumstances and on a specific type of input images. Our proposed combinational approach can be used with a different set of TMOs. The more diverse collection of TMOs picked, the better the result of our combinational approach will be. To choose the more diverse collection of TMOs, comparison and benchmarking of the approaches are required. We suggest research on different TMOs and evaluation of the combinational method on different TMOs and also different number of TMOs. We tried testing 3, 4, 5, 6 and eventually 7 TMOs to be combined. The combination of a few more TMOs should help with gaining more informative disparity maps.

2. **Other Combinational Methods:** As mentioned in Chapter [5] there are so many ways to combine results. The simplest approaches such as average, weighted average and median were compared to our MRF graph cut based solution proposed in this work. Using machine learning techniques such as Neural Networks, Random Forest or Deep Learning approaches can help with achieving better results. One of the challenges with using any of the mentioned learning techniques is providing the learning data set. A big enough learning data set and ground truth disparity maps are required for any of the learning methods to converge into satisfactory results. We cited a few state of the art methods for disparity map calculation using machine learning techniques in the mentioned Chapter. We believe that once some diverse data set along with ground truth disparities becomes available, machine learning
will be an effective solution for the combination of different disparity information available from using different TMOs on HDR stereo pairs.

7.2.3 Mesopic Rendering

Mesopic rendering on different displays which are being used in dynamic lighting conditions is of interest nowadays. The HDRI pipeline provides a great analysis of human perception in mesopic and very bright lighting conditions as well as photopic vision. Leveraging this understanding to render images differently based on the lighting condition and display back light to match the perception in the best way is considered to be a new field of research.

1. Display Panels and Available Color Gamuts: Color gamut and contrast range of different display panels such as LCD, OLED or quantum dot panels can be measured using available tools. However, the perceived color and contrast of a display is not a fixed parameter and it varies in different lighting conditions and for different people. Coming up with a way to measure and apply Contrast Sensitivity Functions (CSF) and Color Appearance Models to display rendering systems is an interesting future work.

2. Color and Contrast Compensation in Bright Photopic Lighting Condition: In this work we focused on mesopic vision and compensating the color and contrast loss on dimmed displays in a dark environment. A complementary research can be developed on compensating for color and contrast loss in very bright sunny environments.
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The code below shows the main MATLAB code for defining the cost volume, labels, data term, smoothness function and running graph cuts Alpha-expansion for solving the minimization problem.

```matlab
% example of using graphcut on "elephant" data set to optimize result of different TMO disparity maps
flag = 1; % for elephant
% flag = 2; % for rabbit
% flag = 3; % for rest (horse, pillow, donkey)

% make a cost volume with likelihood for each pixel disparity, a 3D result
max_disp = 200; % different in different data sets based on the baseline
```
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```matlab
20
21 d1 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d1 , max_disp);
22 d2 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d2 , max_disp);
23 d3 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d3 , max_disp);
24 d4 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d4 , max_disp);
25 d5 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d5 , max_disp);
26 d6 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d6 , max_disp);
27 d7 = initialize_costvolume_tara (d7 , max_disp);
28
29 % combine data terms
30 Dc = d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 + d5 + d6 + d7;
31
32 % fill in the occluded area (visible only in the left view)
33 Dc(:, 1:165, :) = 0.2;
34
35 [n m z] = size (d1);
36
37 NumLabels = max_disp;
38 NumSites = n*m;
39
40 h = GCO_Create(NumSites , NumLabels); % Create new object with NumSites=pixels , NumLabels=max_disp
41 Dc = reshape(Dc, m*n, z);
42 Dc = Dc';
43 Dc = scaledata (Dc, 0, 255);
44 GCO_SetDataCost(h, Dc);
45
46 % Define smoothness term and neighbours, Potts model with a linear weight
47 img1 = imread(’images\elephant_2lamps\left.jpg’);
48 img2 = imread(’\elephant_2lamps\ldr.jpg’);
49 img2 = img2 (1:433, 1:667);
50 N1 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
51 img2 = imread(’\images\elephant_2lamps\Drago.jpg’);
52 N2 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
53 img2 = imread(’\images\elephant_2lamps\Durand.jpg’);
54 N3 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
55```

img2 = imread(’.\images\elephant_2lamps\Fattal.jpg’);
N4 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
img2 = imread(’.\images\elephant_2lamps\He.jpg’);
N5 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
img2 = imread(’.\images\elephant_2lamps\Gastal.jpg’);
N6 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
img2 = imread(’.\images\elephant_2lamps\Farbman2.jpg’);
N7 = set_smoothness_tara(img1, img2);
N = N1 + N2 + N3 + N4 + N5 + N6 + N7;
GCO_SetNeighbors(h,N);

% Alpha expansion
GCO_Expansion(h); % Compute optimal labeling via alpha-expansion
label = GCO_GetLabeling(h);
result = reshape(label, 433, 667);
result = mat2gray(result);
result = scaling(result, flag);
figure, imshow(result);

[E D S] = GCOComputeEnergy(h % Energy = Data Energy + Smooth Energy
GCO_Delete(h);
The code below shows the 'set smoothness' MATLAB code using different variations of Potts model to solve Alpha-expansion. In Chapter 5 of this work, Potts model with a linear weighting using the gradient information from the original image is used.

```matlab
function [NE] = set_smoothness_tara(image, disparity_map)
    GCparam.neighborOrder = 1;
    GCparam.useEdge = true;
    GCparam.smoothFunc = 3;
    GCparam.sCue = 8;
    GCparam.linearTrunc = 40;
    GCparam.linearModelThr = 40;

    [M N d] = size(image);
    if GCparam.useEdge == true
        canny_edge = max(compute_color_edge(image), [], 3);
    end
    if d > 1
        image = double(rgb2gray(image));
    else
        image = double(image);
    end
    tic;
    g_image = get_gradients(image, GCparam.neighborOrder);
    g_disp = get_gradients(double(disparity_map), GCparam.neighborOrder);

    switch GCparam.smoothFunc
        case 1 % Potts model (standard).
            cost1 = ones(1, M*N);
            cost2 = ones(1, M*N);
            if GCparam.neighborOrder == 2
                cost3 = ones(1, M*N);
                cost4 = ones(1, M*N);
            end
        case 2 % Potts model X Static Cue.
            cost1 = (g_image(:, :, 1) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1;
            cost2 = (g_image(:, :, 2) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1;
            if GCparam.neighborOrder == 2
                cost3 = (g_image(:, :, 3) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1;
                cost4 = (g_image(:, :, 4) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1;
            end
        case 3 % Potts model X linear weight.
            g_image(g_image < GCparam.sCue) = 0;
    end
```

\[ \text{cost1} = \max(GCparam.linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 1), 1); \]
\[ \text{cost2} = \max(GCparam.linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 2), 1); \]

\[ \text{if GCparam.neighborOrder} == 2 \]
\[ \text{cost3} = \max(GCparam.linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 3), 1); \]
\[ \text{cost4} = \max(GCparam.linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 4), 1); \]
\[ \text{end} \]

\text{case 4 $\%$ Linear Truncated Model (standard)}.
\[ \text{cost1} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 1), GCparam.linearTrunc); \]
\[ \text{cost2} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 2), GCparam.linearTrunc); \]
\[ \text{if GCparam.neighborOrder} == 2 \]
\[ \text{cost3} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 3), GCparam.linearTrunc); \]
\[ \text{cost4} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 4), GCparam.linearTrunc); \]
\[ \text{end} \]

\text{case 5 $\%$ Linear Truncation X Static Cue}.
\[ \text{cost1} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 1), GCparam.linearTrunc).* (g_image(:, :, 1) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1; \]
\[ \text{cost2} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 2), GCparam.linearTrunc).* (g_image(:, :, 2) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1; \]
\[ \text{if GCparam.neighborOrder} == 2 \]
\[ \text{cost3} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 3), GCparam.linearTrunc).* (g_image(:, :, 3) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1; \]
\[ \text{cost4} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 4), GCparam.linearTrunc).* (g_image(:, :, 4) <= GCparam.sCue) + 1; \]
\[ \text{end} \]

\text{case 6 $\%$ Linear Truncation X linear weight}.
\[ g_{image}(g_{image} < GCparam.sCue) = 0; \]
\[ \text{cost1} = \min(g_{disp}(:, :, 1), GCparam.linearTrunc).* \]
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\[ \max(GCparam.\ linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 1), 1); \]
\[ \text{cost}_2 = \min(g_{\_disp}(:, :, 2), GCparam.\ linearTrunc) \times \]
\[ \max(GCparam.\ linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 2), 1); \]
\[ \text{if } GCparam.\ neighborOrder == 2 \]
\[ \text{cost}_3 = \min(g_{\_disp}(:, :, 3), GCparam.\ linearTrunc) \times \]
\[ \max(GCparam.\ linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 3), 1); \]
\[ \text{cost}_4 = \min(g_{\_disp}(:, :, 4), GCparam.\ linearTrunc) \times \]
\[ \max(GCparam.\ linearModelThr - g_image(:, :, 4), 1); \]
\[ \text{end} \]

\[ \% \text{Do indexing stuffs.} \]
index1 = M+1:M*N;
index2 = 2:M*N;
\[ \text{if } GCparam.\ neighborOrder == 2 \]
index3 = M+2:M*N;
index4 = M:M*N;
index = [index1 index2 index3 index4];
\[ \text{else} \]
index = [index1 index2];
\[ \text{end} \]

\[ \% \text{Re-weight edges using canny edge information.} \]
\[ \text{if } GCparam.\ useEdge == \text{true} \]
\[ \text{cost}_3 = (1 - \text{double(canny\_edge)}) \ast (1-\text{eps}) + \text{eps}; \]
\[ \text{cost}_1 = \text{cost}_1 \ast \text{cost}_3; \]
\[ \text{cost}_2 = \text{cost}_2 \ast \text{cost}_3; \]
\[ \text{end} \]

\[ \% \text{Create a sparse neighbor graph.} \]
\[ \text{if } GCparam.\ neighborOrder == 1 \]
\[ \text{NE} = \text{sparse}(\text{[1:length(index1) 1:length(index2)]}, \text{index}, \]
\[ \text{[cost1(index1) cost2(index2)]}, M*N, M*N); \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ \text{NE} = \text{sparse}(\text{[1:length(index1) 1:length(index2) 1:length} \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\( \text{index3} : \text{length(index4)} \), \text{index} , ... \\
\[ \text{cost1(index1) cost2(index2) cost3(index3) cost4(index4)}, \text{M}\times\text{N}, \text{M}\times\text{N} \];

end

toc;
end

function g_image = get_gradients(image, order)

\([\text{M} \ \text{N}] = \text{size} (\text{image});\]

g_image = \text{zeros} (\text{M}, \text{N}, \text{order}\times2);

g_image(\text{:, :, 1}) = \text{abs} (\text{conv2} (\text{image}, [-1 \ 1], \text{’same’}));

g_image(\text{:, :, 2}) = \text{abs} (\text{conv2} (\text{image}, [-1 \ 1], \text{’same’}));

if order == 2

g_image(\text{:, :, 3}) = \text{abs} (\text{conv2} (\text{image}, [-1 \ 0;0 \ 1], \text{’same’})

);

g_image(\text{:, :, 4}) = \text{abs} (\text{conv2} (\text{image}, [0 \ -1;1 \ 0], \text{’same’})

);  
end
end

function edge_image = compute_color_edge(image)

\([\text{M}, \text{N}, \text{~}] = \text{size} (\text{image});\]

edge_image = \text{zeros} (\text{M}, \text{N}, 3);

for \(k = 1: \text{size} (\text{image}, 3)\)

edge_image(\text{:, :, k}) = \text{edge} (\text{image}(\text{:, :, k}));
end
end
1.1 Example of an HDR scene containing challenging regions for stereo matching. The left and right views are shown in (a) and (b). In (c), regions specified in dark blue, yellow and light blue, respectively, highlight over-exposed, underexposed and low-textured areas in the left image. The disparity map (d) is calculated using the cost-volume filtering method $HRB^{+13}$. Baseline: 75 mm.

1.2 Perception of the same content being displayed on a full brightness display (a) versus a dimmed display in a dark environment (b).

1.3 Two general approaches for solving the multi-exposed stereo matching problem in HDR scenes.

2.1 High Dynamic Range Imaging Pipeline. [MS15].

2.2 Leveraging HDRI techniques in other computer vision applications.

2.3 Visible luminance levels to human eye. [MS15].

2.4 Visible color gamut to human eye compared with sRGB gamut. Please note that the color perception degrades in lower luminance levels. [MS15].

2.5 Outlined flowchart for tone and color retargeting. The input scene is passed through the forward model using scene referred parameters. Most of tone retargeting approaches directly display the output. Color Appearance Models (CAM) use display referred parameters in reverse to correct the tone reproduction and render displayable luminance values. The flowchart is based on [Rei11] and [WM14c].

3.1 Scene capturing process. Top left: experimental setup, top right: HDR image capturing.

3.2 A complete LDR sample from the multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view. Exposure times from left to right: 1/15s, 1/30s, 1/60s, 1/125s, 1/250s, 1/500s, 1/1000s and 1/2000s. Baseline: 150 mm.

3.3 Stereo HDR capturing process. Note that the HDR pair are tone mapped using Drago TMO [DMAC03] for better display.
3.4 Stereo HDR data set example. First row: left and right views of an HDR pair (tone mapped using Drago TMO [DMAC03] for better display) with a baseline of 150 mm and dynamic range of 8140:1. Second row: left view in the highest, middle and lowest exposures (1/15s, 1/250s, 1/2000s). Third row: same as the second row for the right view. 31

3.5 Two samples from our data set. Samples of LDR mid-exposed, two different tone mapped (using Drago and Durand tone mapping operators), original HDR, and log-HDR stereo images. Baseline: 150 mm. 32

3.6 A complete LDR sample from the Middlebury multi-exposed stereo data set [HS07]. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/4000s, 1/1000s and 1/250s. Baseline: 160 mm, between views 1 and 5 of Middlebury dataset. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/1000s. 37

3.7 A complete LDR sample from the Middlebury multi-exposed stereo data set [HS07]. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/2000s, 1/500s and 1/125s. Baseline: 160 mm, between views 1 and 5 of Middlebury dataset. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/500s. 38

3.8 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set captured with Bumblebee stereo camera. First and second row: left view, third and forth row: right view, fifth row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right (shown in two rows): 1/1024s, 1/512s, 1/256s, 1/128s, 1/64s, 1/32s, 1/16s and 1/8s. Baseline: 227 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/64s. 39

3.9 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/200s, 1/100s and 1/50s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/100s. 40

3.10 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/160s, 1/60s and 1/20s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/60s. 41

3.11 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/200s, 1/100s, 1/50s and 1/25s. Baseline: 75 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/50s. 42
### 3.12 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/125s, 1/60s, 1/30s and 1/15s. Baseline: 75 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/30s. 

### 3.13 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First row: left view, second row: right view, third row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right: 1/1000s, 1/500s, 1/250s, 1/125, 1/60s and 1/30s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/125s. 

### 3.14 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First and second row: left view, third and forth row: right view, fifth row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right (shown in two rows): 1/2000s, 1/1000s, 1/500s, 1/250s, 1/125s, 1/60s, 1/30s and 1/15s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/125s. 

### 3.15 A complete LDR sample from our multi-exposed stereo data set. First and second row: left view, third and forth row: right view, fifth row, left to right: LDR and HDR disparity maps. Exposure times from left to right (shown in two rows): 1/400s, 1/200s, 1/100s, 1/50s, 1/25s, 1/12s, 1/6s and 1/3s. Baseline: 150 mm. LDR disparity map is computed using the middle exposure, 1/50s.

### 4.1 LDR-HDR stereo matching comparison. First column: left and right views of a stereo pair. Second column: LDR versus HDR disparity maps. Blue boxes highlight the regions visible in both views. Baseline: 150 mm. 

### 4.2 LDR-HDR stereo-matching comparison. Rows from top to bottom: left view, right view, LDR disparities, HDR disparities. Baselines, left to right: 150 mm, 150 mm, 75 mm, 75 mm. 

### 4.3 LDR-HDR cost calculation comparison. (a) and (b): left and right views; (c) and (d): LDR and HDR computed disparity maps; (e) and (f): zoomed areas from (c) and (d): (g1), (g2), (g3) and (g4): from top to bottom: cost values, color/radiance-differences and gradient-differences between pixels $x_1, x'_1, x_2$ and $x'_2$ and the pixel shifted by different disparity levels (1-150 pixels) in x direction of the same line. (g2) and (g4) show how by working in HDR space we achieved a more pronounced minimum among costs. 

### 4.4 Scene capturing process. Top left: experimental setup, top right: HDR image capturing, bottom left: example of a horizontal Gray-code image, bottom right: example of a vertical Gray-code image. 

### 4.5 Ground truth computation process [SS03h].
4.6 Reference disparity map computation. (a): Full projected scene, with non-illuminated regions (shadows are marked black) specified; (b): computed reference map before manual post processing (shadow holes); (c): left LDR mid-exposed image; (d): calculated reference disparity after post processing; (e): LDR stereo matching result corresponding to (c); (f): tone mapped stereo matching result corresponding to top row of Fig. 3.4.

5.1 Left and right views of the dataset used in this chapter. The maximum luminance values of the scenes for each left and right view are specified in Table 5.1.

5.2 HDR stereo data set and their corresponding reference disparity maps. First two rows: the left and right views of the images, Third row: the gradient images corresponding to the left view, Forth row: the matched points from two views using the customized HDR cost-volume stereo matcher, Fifth row: the post processed disparity maps and, the last row: the in painted reference disparity maps.

5.3 Disparity map comparison. The RMSE values are shown below each disparity. First row: HDR reference disparity maps illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Reinhard, Fattl and Durand TMOs achieve disparities with bigger error than conventional LDR stereo matching. Gastal, Drago, He and Farbman TMOs perform better than LDR stereo matching while our combined graph-cut approach outperforms all of the LDR and tone-mapped disparity maps.

6.1 Design of the combined tone and color retargeting method for mesopic rendering [WM14b].

6.2 Proposed design for using inverse CAM for mesopic rendering color compensation.

6.3 Overview of our inverse perceptual rendering framework based on Shin’s model.

6.4 An example of our Android application used for pairwise evaluation.

6.5 Simple overview of our combinational framework for contrast and color retargeting for compensation in mesopic vision.

6.6 The original images and the results of different approaches applied to each image are shown. Images are processed for the luminance level of 2 cd/m².
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